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Executive Summary 
 
Downtown Grand Rapids has a growing reputation as a destination arts and entertainment 
area.  Development programs have facilitated its improved status in this regard.  As a 
sustainable, competitive advantage, directing resources to enhancing this inherent arts and 
entertainment strength and arts-related retail opportunities will be successful in animating and 
enlivening Downtown.  Using a process that combines an intense focus on creating a lively arts 
and entertainment-related atmosphere, with strict attention to consistency will add excitement 
and vitality that will encourage public and private investment.   
 
Downtown’s impressive arts and entertainment strength presents clear opportunities for 
investors to capitalize upon.  There is a definite growing momentum in Downtown witnessed 
by the level of activity that has drastically changed over the last few years.  There are numerous 
examples of successful activities, special events, residential developments, restaurants, bars, and 
retailers that have signaled this change.  However, the momentum is just starting to grow and 
there is more work to be done in order to realize its full potential.  
 
The challenge for Downtown Grand Rapids stems primarily from changing the attitude of 
stakeholders and the projects they support. To date, there has been heavy investment in 
tangible, concrete ventures such as the arena and streetscape improvements. Grand Rapids 
must continue investment in public infrastructure but move to the next phase by investing in 
marketing, promotions, recruiting, and organizational staffing to accomplish the goals.  
 
The Arts and Entertainment Strategy was developed through an intensive market analysis and 
planning process from April to November 2004.  It presents an itemized action plan to guide the 
development and evolution of arts and entertainment in Downtown Grand Rapids, both in the 
immediate term and for the next ten years.   
 
Downtown’s strategic plan is built upon four inter-related revitalization principles that together 
act as overarching concepts to be used as the basis to evaluate all plan strategies and action 
steps.  Each principle carries with it implications that will affect the organizational capacity to 
carry out the revitalization work, economic development priorities, marketing programs, and 
other physical improvements and programs that assist in revitalization.   
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The four principles include: 
 

Diversity 

 Keep the vision of Downtown as a diverse, multi-functioning Downtown that includes 
offices, social gathering, residential, educational, health sciences, and commercial activities, 
as well as a strong emphasis on arts, entertainment, and complementary arts-related retail 
throughout the entire area.  

 That diversity should ensure Downtown is attractive to young and old, singles and families, 
and all ethnic groups. 

 By building diversity, Downtown overall will become stronger and more relevant to its core 
target markets. 

 
Arts and entertainment in Downtown will have a specific niche that makes it stand out in West 
Michigan. The arts and entertainment niche will include the following vision points: 
 To create a culturally diverse place that supports a variety of audiences. Downtown will 

build strength through diversity by which its various components will be mutually 
supportive of one another. Diversity will manifest itself in different attitude districts. 
Downtown will not be just an address, but an attitude. 

 These attitude districts in Downtown will be character trait extensions of the people who 
want to visit and reflect their values related to diversity, eclecticism, urbanity, 
sophistication, high culture; in essence it will be a living laboratory to experiment, explore, 
learn, and share. 

 Rather than having the Downtown visitor experience the area, they will be encouraged to 
immerse themselves in it, share it, and allow it to become part of them. The vision is based 
on developing a very accessible cosmopolitan environment that the UMC Team has coined 
“Micropolitan.” 

 The Arts and Entertainment Strategy for Downtown Grand Rapids is based upon 
developing three major attitude districts primarily related to what the individual visitor 
wants to experience while in Downtown. Due to the diverse arts and entertainment 
offerings and their dispersed locations throughout Downtown, there is overlap among the 
three districts. As illustrated on the accompanying map the edges are overlapping and soft 
to demonstrate that the plan is flexible and allow for flow and synergy between the three 
districts. The map also illustrates that key anchors lying outside the districts are channeled 
into Downtown (e.g., Gerald R. Ford Presidential Museum). Each district is described on the 
following pages. 
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Attitude 
District 

Location 
Key Character 

Traits 
Facilities and 

Example Businesses 
Other Cities 

Arts Axis  Centered on 
Monroe 
Avenue and 
Monroe 
Center, north 
of Louis Street 

 Focused 
primarily on 
arts, 
performance 
spaces, and 
visual arts 

 Center point 
of life in 
Grand Rapids 

 Mixture of 
service, food, 
retail, and 
cultural 
experiences 

 Many fine 
restaurants 

 Major hub of 
events and 
festivals 

 Most people’s 
definition of 
Downtown 

 DeVos 
Performance Hall 

 DeVos Place 
 Civic Theatre 
 St. Cecilia’s/Royce 

Auditorium 
 Grand Rapids Art 

Museum 
 Grand Rapids 

Children’s 
Museum 

 Calder Plaza 
 Library 
 Rosa Parks Circle 
 The Grill at 1913 
 Tre Cugini 
 The Chop House 
 Louis Benton 
 Leo’s 
 FSU Art Gallery 

 River North, 
Chicago (art 
gallery 
district) 

 Avenue of the 
Arts, 
Philadelphia 

 Cultural 
District, 
Pittsburgh 

 Columbus 
Circle, NYC 
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Attitude 
District 

Location 
Key Character 

Traits 
Facilities and 

Example Businesses 
Other Cities 

Entertainment 
District 

 South of 
Louis Street 
between 
Grand River 
and 
Commerce 
Street 

 Hub of 
progressive 
restaurants and 
food 

 Van Andel 
Arena 

 Closest thing to 
an 
“entertainment 
district” 

 Progressive, 
hip, happening 

 The B.O.B. 

 Van Andel Arena 
 The Intersection 
 Purple East 
 The B.O.B. 
 Bistro Bella Vita 
 J. Gardella’s Tavern 
 Sierra Room 
 Bar Divani 
 Black Rose 
 San Chez 
 48 West 
 EQ3 
 UrbanHouse 
 Frames Unlimited 

 LoDo, Denver 
 Wrigleyville, 

Chicago 
 King and 

Richmond, 
Toronto 

 Warehouse 
District, 
Cleveland 

 F Street, 
Washington 

 
Attitude 
District 

Location 
Key Character 

Traits 
Facilities and Example 

Businesses 
Other Cities 

Avant Garde  From Fulton 
and Division 
south as well 
as Sheldon 
Avenue 

 Edgy, 
innovative 

 Not for 
everyone 

 Trendsetting 
hub of 
western 
Michigan 

 Young and 
vibrant 

 Celebration of 
diversity 

 Urban Institute of 
Contemporary Arts 

 Scavenger Hunt 
 Vertigo Records 
 Discussions 
 Morningstar 75 
 Rumor’s Night Club 
 Avenue of the Arts 
 Sanctuary Folk Art 
 Planet K Studio 

 South Street, 
Philadelphia 

 South Side, 
Pittsburgh 

 East Village, 
NYC 

 Latin 
Quarter, 
Montreal 

 Wicker Park, 
Bucktown, 
Chicago 

 Mission 
District, 
Tenderloin, 
San 
Francisco 
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Focus and Intensity 

Investment should start by growing blocks of arts and entertainment-related commercial 
strength, along with general retail. The process should lead to building them up to impressive 
levels and minimizing development diffusion. This will be more productive than trying to do a 
little bit everywhere, only working on the fringes or by trying to fix the big problems first. The 
primary retail commercial corridors include Monroe Center, Ionia Avenue South, and Division 
Avenue South. There are additional pockets along Fulton Street, Monroe Avenue, Pearl Street, 
Grandville Avenue, and Commerce Avenue. It will be important to ensure these streets act as 
linkage corridors among the different arts and entertainment venues to ensure there is more 
intense usage of Downtown overall such that when visitors come they will stay longer. 
 
This focus of creating a stronger arts and supporting retail sector in the core area does not mean 
that work will not be done in other areas, but it means that resources will be directed to actively 
find methods by which to advance the creation of a viable arts and supporting retail districts.  
 
Downtown Grand Rapids is very fortunate to possess state-of-the-art arts and entertainment 
facilities and venues in Downtown. The facilities cover a range of artistic and entertainment 
options from children’s programs, to mainstream theater, to new age bands that essentially can 
appeal to almost every life stage. By building on the strengths and intensifying the impact in 
each district, the image of the whole area will improve and become more cohesive. 
 
The focus should be on the following: 
 Increase visits of current visitors – the goal will be to narrow and intensify the marketing 

messages to key target markets. 
 Intensify residential development – attracting more residents to Downtown will not only 

provide a stronger base for Downtown goods and service providers but it will send a very 
strong message that Downtown Grand Rapids is a sought-after place to live and visit. 

 Develop commercial concepts that draw people – the range of arts and entertainment 
options can be programmed so that Downtown Grand Rapids is busy throughout most of 
the year. To complement the arts and entertainment offerings, the commercial businesses 
must be equally as strong in their ability to draw people.  

 Build blocks of arts and arts-related retail strength. 
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Linkages 

The power of Downtown is rooted in diversity. Unless pedestrian traffic flows between the 
various arts and entertainment venues and the retail commercial businesses in and between 
each attitude district, Downtown’s diversity is compartmentalized and stifled. For this reason, it 
is crucial to ensure that linkages be established not only from a physical design perspective, but 
also with respect to economic development and marketing.  These linkages need to be enhanced 
and maintained on a continual basis. Actions that promote a more cohesive feel should be 
encouraged: 
 Physical design: gateway projects, linkages with colleges and universities, connections 

between retail commercial corridors and arts and entertainment venues, and other visual 
clues that allow the Downtown visitor to continue their Downtown experience (unique 
streetscaping that include manhole covers, light standards, poles, banners, public art, 
benches, and physical design that incorporates elements of safe design principles). 

 Economic development: retail continuity, infill development, arts and entertainment and 
related retail/commercial clustering that are mutually supportive (e.g., contemporary 
restaurants), extended hours of operation (e.g., bookstores open late in the evening to take 
advantage of performing arts target markets), enhancing and developing a package of 
incentives to help property owners and businesses to succeed. 

 Marketing: signage, banners, Website, systematic symbols for parking, wayfinding 
programs, cross-promotion of businesses, arts, culture, and special events with a consistent 
branded focus. 

 

Coordination 

 The major emphases will be on aligning the organizations’ mandates, increasing marketing, 
increasing retention and recruitment services, along with coordinating the operations of 
Downtown.  

 This should result in a single point of contact for stakeholders. 
 Define roles, responsibilities, and organizational needs of all Downtown organizations and 

supporting and partner groups for the purposes of implementing the action plan.  Mandates 
of each organization that should be part of a Downtown Partnership aligned with clear lines 
of responsibility. 

 Work with the City to develop a coordinated package of regulatory reforms and other 
incentives to facilitate appropriate private and public sector improvements and 
development. 

 Development of a new Downtown Partnership to coordinate the Downtown Alliance, the 
Downtown Development Authority, and the Downtown Improvement District.   
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This framework further structures the Arts and Entertainment Strategy.  The framework 
organizes development around these four principles under the four major strategy initiatives, as 
outlined below: 
 Economic Development — Encourage and facilitate public and private sector investment, 

retention activities, and recruitment of arts and entertainment facilities, arts-related retail 
activities, and other supportive businesses to take advantage of specific attitude districts, 
with targeted clustering of specific businesses that serve specific target markets.  Together it 
will create diversity and synergy.  Revise regulations and create incentives to facilitate 
private and public sector investment and development. 

 Public Improvements and Infrastructure — Complete public improvements to attract 
private development, creative businesses, artists, and patrons.  Institute policies and 
procedures to handle unwanted behavior. 

 Marketing — Animate Downtown by strengthening and promoting events and programs 
for target markets where there is synergy with existing businesses.  

 Organizational Development — build the organizational and financial capacity of 
Downtown and encourage open communication among stakeholders, particularly property 
owners, leasing agents, the City, and major stakeholders and development groups 

 
Progress on implementing these top priority actions and the other action steps should be 
monitored through a series of performance measures.  The measures will allow the Downtown 
Partnership to gather momentum and help galvanize continued support for the implementation 
of the program’s more ambitious action steps. 
 
A summary of the implementation schedule is included along with primary and secondary 
responsibilities. 
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Economic Development 
Action Step Time Frame Responsibility 
Convene Roundtable meetings with property 
owners and start a feedback process on vision and 
Retail Management Program  

Immediate and 
ongoing 

Downtown 
Partnership  

Initiate Roundtable meetings with real estate 
professionals and leasing agents 

Immediate and 
ongoing 

Downtown 
Partnership  

Target specific parcels with high catalytic potential 
for appropriate development (as per areas of 
emphasis) 

Immediate and 
ongoing 

Downtown 
Partnership  

Have a staff person who will liaise with the City and 
champion Downtown to help expedite the action 
plan and its implementation 

Immediate and 
ongoing 

Downtown 
Partnership  

Work with marketing/branding program to 
coordinate message 

Short term Downtown 
Partnership 

Package leasing information for development 
opportunity sites and target businesses 

Short to medium 
term 

Downtown 
Partnership 

Assess current incentives and develop a coordinated 
package of regulatory reforms and other incentives 
to facilitate appropriate private development. Look 
at ways of modifying existing regulatory building 
codes and policies that better suit Downtown’s aims 
and objectives, especially with respect to retail 
recruitment 

Short to medium 
term 

Downtown 
Partnership, City 

Support college and university programs that can 
provide incubator businesses in Downtown 

Medium term Downtown 
Partnership 

Develop an artist resource center, artist co-op, 
negotiate more affordable studio space 

Medium term Downtown 
Partnership, 
Grand Rapids 
Arts Council 

Work towards developing infill property, especially 
along Ionia Avenue and Cherry Street 

Long term Property owners 
and developers 
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Public Improvements and Infrastructure 
Action Step Time Frame Responsibility 
Maintaining clean and safe areas should continue to 
be top priority (police liaison, coordinate cleaning, 
etc.) 

Immediate  Downtown 
Partnership, 
City, Police 

Ensure recommendations from the Parking Study 
are followed through including aims to improve 
information and communication 

Immediate Downtown 
Partnership, 
City 

Coordinate for the placement of more public art 
throughout Downtown recognizing the character of 
each attitude district 

Short to medium 
term 

Downtown 
Partnership, 
City 

Develop design standards for each district, 
including standards for future streetscape and 
beautification projects 

Short to medium 
term 

Downtown 
Partnership, 
City 

Search out additional streetscape elements that will 
recognize the distinct character of each attitude 
district. Use streetscaping to link each attitude 
district to create flow. Partnerships with local artists 
and/or university programs (e.g., Kendall College 
of Art and Design of Ferris State University) to help 
provide design elements (e.g., banners could 
showcase different local artists) 

Short term to 
medium term 

Downtown 
Partnership 
City, property 
owners, artists 

Insist that all new parking facilities have primary 
street level uses (retail or office space), especially on 
highly visible retail streets 

Short to medium 
term 

Downtown 
Partnership, 
City, private 
sector 

Work with artists and art programs (businesses, 
non-profits, colleges, and universities) to look at 
synergy and increase visitation (expand historic 
home tours of Heritage Hill to include buildings in 
Downtown) 

Medium term Downtown 
Partnership, 
Grand Rapids 
Arts Council, 
colleges and 
universities, 
Heritage Hill 
Tours, arts and 
entertainment 
facilities 
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Action Step Time Frame Responsibility 
Identify upcoming key projects which could be 
incorporated into new attitude districts 

Medium term City, 
Downtown 
Partnership 

Integrate physical enhancement programs for the 
river to make it a focal point 

Medium term City, 
Downtown 
Partnership 

 

Marketing Strategies 
Action Step Time Frame Responsibility 
Establish “host” organization responsible for 
marketing and branding program execution. This 
will be the DA organization as part of the 
Downtown Partnership. 

Immediate  Downtown 
Partnership 
(DA) 

Dedicate appropriate funding to annual marketing 
plan for Arts and Entertainment 
District/Downtown Grand Rapids. Create “Zero-
Based” marketing budget and find funding sources. 

Immediate Downtown 
Partnership 
(DA) 

Develop branding campaign to create visibility for 
Downtown brand overall and to create awareness 
for sub-districts within the Arts and Entertainment 
Strategy. Use paid and non-paid media. Develop 
media partnerships to increase visibility 

Short to medium 
term 

Downtown 
Partnership 

Break down all barriers to district usage. Address 
parking concerns with information, signage, and 
validation or short term parking solutions. Make it 
easy to access from all points 

Short to medium 
term 

Downtown 
Partnership, 
City 

“Connect The Dots” of the Downtown experience 
for the targeted markets. Use overlap tactics when 
possible. Sell multiple experiences in a single trip 
(e.g., dinner and game). 
 

Short term to 
medium term 

Downtown 
Partnership 

Inform and motivate usage of Arts and 
Entertainment District through communications 
programs and incentives by target market. 
 

Short to medium 
term 

Downtown 
Partnership, 
with key 
groups 
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Action Step Time Frame Responsibility 
Create niche market specialty programs (e.g., 
Student Pass) and general marketing tactics that 
reach all targeted consumers. 
 

Medium term Downtown 
Partnership, 
colleges and 
universities 

Focus marketing messages to consumers by market 
segment and B to B targets as well as 
merchants/stakeholders 

Medium term Downtown 
Partnership 

Bring the Arts and Entertainment Strategy to life 
with physical and environmental programming. 

Medium to long 
term 

Downtown 
Partnership, 
City 

 

Summary 
The outcomes of the action plan are geared to achieve an: 
 Increase the occupancy of first floor commercial space with retail and entertainment venues 
 Increase visitors and number of activities per visit 
 Increase participation of ethnic groups 
 Increase expenditures at arts and entertainment establishments 
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Organization 
Action Step Timing Responsibility 
Explore formalizing a Downtown Partnership 
between the Downtown Alliance, Downtown 
Development Authority, and Downtown 
Improvement District including: 
 Having each organization discuss 

coordination internally 
 Set up task force 
 Retain facilitator 

If the Downtown Partnership is unable to be 
developed, continue with assignment of duties 
(e.g., marketing as part of DA’s mandate) 

Immediate Downtown Alliance, 
Downtown Improvement 
District, Downtown 
Development Authority, 
City of Grand Rapids 

Determine required budget and revenue 
sources to sustain and move Downtown 
Partnership. Confirm appropriate boundaries 
for BID and Partnership. Discuss issues and 
rationalization of mandates 

Within 18 
months 

Downtown Alliance, 
Downtown Improvement 
District, Downtown 
Development Authority, 
City of Grand Rapids 

Set up a Retail Management Program and 
Marketing Program as two major committees of 
the Downtown Partnership and increase all 
types of communication 

Within 18 
months 

Downtown Partnership 

Develop roles, responsibilities, and 
organizational needs of supporting and 
partnership groups for the implementation of 
the plan 

Short term Downtown Partnership 

Develop and support new partnerships with 
city, county, state, and area organizations (arts 
and entertainment organizations and 
colleges/universities) to sell the vision and 
achieve buy-in through presentations  

Short term Downtown Partnership 

Develop methods for increasing private/public 
sector investment including corporations, 
foundations, public sectors, and other private 
sector bodies 

Short to 
medium 
term 

Downtown Partnership, 
City, and other interested 
stakeholders 

Review successes and weaknesses of all 
programs related to this Arts and 
Entertainment Strategy. Make corrections as 
required 

Medium 
term 

Downtown Partnership, 
City 
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1.0 Downtown’s Strengths, Opportunities, and Challenges 
 
The arts, entertainment, and complementary retail commercial businesses in Downtown Grand 
Rapids, like any marketed consumer product, can be branded. It has elements and features that 
are unique; elements that are important, but not necessarily unique; and elements that are 
neither of these, but are nonetheless a Downtown feature. The Urban Marketing Collaborative 
(UMC) team believes that Downtown Grand Rapids has the following defining elements that 
are strengths and opportunities to build upon, as well as weaknesses and challenges to be 
eliminated towards developing a comprehensive Arts and Entertainment Strategy. 
 

1.1 Unique Strengths and Opportunities 

Performing, Visual Arts, and Special Events 
Downtown has an abundance of visitor-drawing arts, entertainment, and cultural amenities 
(e.g., Grand Rapids Ballet, Broadway shows, Civic Theatre, Grand Rapids Arts Museum, Urban 
Institute of Contemporary Arts, Arts Festival, Blues on the Mall, etc.). These events vary from 
the more avant garde primarily along Division Avenue, to mainstream sporting and concert 
events at the Van Andel Arena, to traditional Broadway shows, Ballet, and Symphony 
productions at DeVos Performance Hall. Combined, these arts and entertainment-related events 
showcase both the depth and breadth of a great strength for Downtown. 
 
Among the principle recommendations is for Downtown to think big in its future plans. The 
arts and entertainment venues are so unique and valuable that they represent an opportunity 
that is available in only a few cities of Grand Rapids’ size. The Downtown players should not 
shrink from the opportunity to develop them in a way that will garner broader attention that 
will change the face of Downtown Grand Rapids forever. 
 

Growing Arts and Entertainment Community 
Downtown is home to a very strong arts, culture, and creative services community. The Arts 
Council of Grand Rapids has been instrumental in coordinating programs and services for 
artists in the area. In addition, Kendall College of Art and Design of Ferris State University 
complements Downtown’s arts and entertainment offerings by drawing young talent to the 
region. Other colleges and universities have arts related course work and performance venues 
adding to the impressive list of arts and entertainment venues Downtown, near Downtown, 
and in the City. The Intersection has recently moved to its Downtown location further 
strengthening Downtown’s diverse entertainment offerings. 
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Downtown is at a crossroads. With the completion of the DeVos Convention Center and the 
renovation of the DeVos Performance Hall, over ten years of development activity and 
revitalization will be complete. Downtown has been successful in constructing, rehabilitating, 
and installing streetscapes and public facilities while maintaining the highest standards of 
quality. The next phase of revitalization encompasses strategic organizational collaboration and 
marketing to help create the needed linkages among this diverse arts and entertainment 
offering. 
 

Academic Partnerships 
There are over 27,000 full-time and part-time students attending college and university courses 
in Downtown, including a further 24,000 located in the Grand Rapids region. Kendall College of 
Art and Design of Ferris State University is planning on adding space from the vacated Grand 
Rapids Art Museum. The Cooley Law School is planning an expansion of the course work at 
their Downtown campus and to accommodate more students (to move from 200 to 800). The 
colleges and universities in Downtown offer innovative arts and entertainment programs 
including art galleries, music programs, and performing arts. Not only are students an excellent 
target market for Downtown’s arts, entertainment, and complementary retail/commercial 
places but also they provide a partnership opportunity for new businesses. For example, the Art 
Gallery at Grand Rapids Community College could relocate on the ground floor of Monroe 
Center. In addition, students provide innovative design ideas and programs. The Rhode Island 
School of Design created a store in Downtown Providence to sell current and past student work 
that has done very well. 
 

Supporting Businesses 
Downtown contains a number of strong restaurants (15% of available space or 200,000 square 
feet) and complementary eating and drinking establishments. In total there are over 84 eating 
and drinking businesses accounting for 32% of available square footage.  
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Commitment from Public and Private Sector 
Downtown Grand Rapids is the beneficiary of a number of important public/private sector 
developments, which have further enhanced the arts and entertainment offerings. 
Organizations such as Grand Action and The Right Place have been instrumental in these 
project developments. In the last ten years, Downtown has added the Van Andel Museum 
Center (1994), Van Andel Arena (1996), The B.O.B. (1997), Urban Institute of Contemporary Arts 
(1998), St. Cecilia’s Music Society renovation (2000), Grand Rapids Public Library and DeVos 
Place (2003). Further developments include Grand Rapids Art Museum relocation, the 
expansion of Kendall College of Art and Design of Ferris State University, Civic Theatre 
renovations, a new hotel at Pearl Street and Campau Street, and new artist live/work space 
along Division Avenue. These developments showcase the desire to enhance the arts and 
entertainment offerings in Downtown. The decision to locate these venues in Downtown creates 
economic generators for the area. The Division Avenue of the Arts Project recently received 
funding from the Cool Cities Program. 
 

Recent and Ongoing Property Redevelopment 
A number of property owners, have proactively sought to strategically redevelop their 
commercial properties and acquire new properties in order to create a distinctive Downtown 
environment. There is redevelopment along Monroe Center, Ionia Avenue, Grandville Avenue, 
Division Avenue, and Commerce Avenue with new stores and restaurants opening on a 
continual basis.  
 

 
 

Sierra Room is 
an example of a 
contemporary 
restaurant on 
Ionia Avenue 

South 
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Attractive demographics of Trade Area Populations 
The trade area for Downtown Grand Rapids includes a number of very lucrative target markets 
for eating, drinking, leisure, and experiential type retailers: 
 Young and contemporary workers that are highly educated (approximately 23% of 

Downtown workers are 25 to 34 years of age) mixed with mature professionals (27% of 
Downtown workers are 45 to 54 years of age). 

 Growing higher household income population in Downtown. 
 High-income residents abutting Downtown in Heritage Hill. 

 

Size of Downtown 
There is over 900,000 square feet of ground floor commercial space, which makes it quite large 
and capable of drawing customers from a very broad geographic base. 
 

Good Physical Features 
Downtown Grand Rapids has an attractive street layout with good vistas and sight lines. There 
are very attractive historic buildings as well as appealing new construction. Combined, this 
adds to the experiential appeal and makes it conducive for arts and entertainment venues to 
thrive. 
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1.2 Important Attributes 

 
The following characteristics are not necessarily unique attributes but they are important to 
revitalization efforts for Downtown Grand Rapids. 
 Interesting and invocative public art throughout Downtown including maps promoting 

tours of the sculptures and pieces. The art ranges from a commemorative and history of 
governments, adding fluoride to the drinking water, to the famous Calder sculpture at 
City/County offices, and the sculpture/amphitheater/skating rink known as Rosa Parks 
Circle. 

 

 
 

 
 Visible reminders of the community’s history and heritage through historic buildings 

including reminders of the furniture making industry. 
 Central to the City and the region. 
 Highly accessible with easy access from Highways 131 and I-196 providing north-south and 

east-west connections. 
 Over 1,080 hotel rooms and plans to add an additional hotel. 
 Attractive tax incentives and financing available for rehabilitating buildings. 
 Numerous complementary professional businesses in the creative fields including various 

designers, architects, and marketing companies. 
 Vacant space is available (approximately 130,000 square feet). A significant amount of space 

is being redeveloped. 
 Growing population (trade area growing at 0.6% per year). 
 Physically identifiable Downtown (Amway Grand Plaza Hotel, Van Andel Arena, DeVos 

Place, Van Andel Research Institute, Plaza Towers, Calder Plaza, Van Andel Museum 
Center, and the colleges and universities). 

 

Rosa Parks Circle
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Other Attributes 
 Churches (as well as being physically attractive, many hold special events, readings, and 

recitals). 
 Sports teams and venues (Grand Rapids Rampage, Griffins). 
 SmartZone, which is used to attract life science and high tech industries to Downtown 

Grand Rapids. This not only creates a more diverse Downtown but it provides an larger 
market of middle to upper income professionals who are aware of and will use Downtown’s 
arts and entertainment services. 

 

1.3 Challenges 

 
The challenge for Downtown Grand Rapids stems primarily from changing the attitude of 
stakeholders and the projects they support. To date, there has been heavy investment in 
tangible, concrete ventures such as the arena and streetscape improvements. Grand Rapids 
must continue investment in public infrastructure but move to the next phase. Invest in 
marketing, promotions, recruiting, and organizational staffing to accomplish the goals. The 
following are the biggest challenges facing Downtown Grand Rapids: 
 

Broad Visitation but Less Multiple Use 
Of the Secondary Trade Area, which includes 173,369 households or 456,771 residents, 71% 
stated they had visited Downtown Grand Rapids in the past six months. However, the 
visitation frequency was relatively low. Forty-six percent of visitors stated that they come 
Downtown once a month or less. With such high visitation but low frequency, the challenge for 
Downtown Grand Rapids is not to attract those residents who do not come but to ensure that 
the current visitors visit more often and/or stay longer when they are there. 
 

Large Downtown with Diffused Arts and Entertainment Offerings 
Downtown Grand Rapids stretches from I-196 on the north to Wealthy Street on the south. This 
represents a total distance of one mile. North of I-196, there is Monroe North, which is a small 
but growing arts center adjacent to Downtown. These two facts contribute to making the task of 
developing a single arts and entertainment district(s) more difficult.  
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Parking 
The ability to find accessible, safe, and reasonably priced parking in Downtown is a major 
concern for visitors as revealed in the background research. Although there are a number of 
smaller parking facilities, along with a decent number of parking lots, there is a perception that 
there is a lack of stalls and that the costs are high. Garages, parking lots, and on-street parking 
can be better utilized. The goal is to have better management of short-term spaces for quick 
visits through increased enforcement programs, potential metered parking, and help to entice 
long-term users to use garages and lots. The long term goals will be to add additional facilities 
to help satisfy demand without the demolition of key Downtown buildings. Currently, a 
parking study of Heartside is being conducted that should address a wide range of concerns 
from assessing parking demands, an appropriate cost structure, advisable locations, and a 
prioritized timeline in that area.  
 

Physical, Economic, and Marketing Linkages 
Due to the fact that Grand Rapids is a medium sized city with such a diverse arts and 
entertainment offering, in order to sustain itself, the draw must be fairly broad. For example, 
the Grand Rapids Ballet must appeal beyond the traditional middle to high-income household 
in the 45 to 55 year age range. In order to create critical mass of arts, entertainment, and retail 
commercial offerings a complete tool box of physical, economic, and marketing linkages must 
be developed. Downtown needs a stronger sense of place, which can come from a liveliness 
created by a mix of uses. Downtown must improve its connectivity internally to ensure flow 
and to create a sense of energy.  
 

Multiple Players 
Downtown Grand Rapids is managed by a multiple number of players with overlapping 
mandates and different geographic borders. The BID is managed by the Downtown Alliance 
but the Downtown Improvement District raises the funds through the special assessment. The 
Downtown Development Authority works for the betterment of Downtown primarily funded 
through Tax Increment Financing. The Grand Action team and The Right Place1, Inc. assist with 
fundraising and developing major projects not only in Downtown but also for the region. There 
is also City and County interests combined with SMG that oversees the Arena and DeVos Place.  
The City’s Economic Development Office has assisted development through a number of tax 
incentive programs. As well, there are local neighborhood associations. In addition, there is the 
Arts Council of Grand Rapids and the Visitor and Convention Bureau and other special event 
groups. 

                                                      
1 The Right Place works primarily in developing industry rather than retail or arts and entertainment. 
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Downtown Grand Rapids’ many interest groups can create efficiencies by combining their 
revitalization efforts. A single entity, speaking with a clear and consistent voice, will make the 
marketing of Downtown easier and more effective. All of these groups have the same laudable 
goal: a vibrant and revitalized Downtown. More effective collaboration and partnerships will 
give them the means to reach that goal. 
 

Low Level of Marketing Activity 
Despite the multiple levels of different organizations working on Downtown Grand Rapids’ 
behalf, the level of marketing activity is relatively low. There is no branding program, or 
promotional program that encourages people to visit and the current level of expenditure on 
marketing is low. 
 

High Vacancy Rate 
Vacancy in Downtown Grand Rapids approaches 33% of the available ground floor space. A 
number of buildings are vacant due to renovations. Many buildings are in the process of being 
leased or are about to be occupied. The abundance of tax and financial incentives to rehabilitate 
buildings, especially in Downtown, has spurred a significant amount of redevelopment. While 
this is a positive opportunity it also presents a challenge for finding tenants to fill the spaces. 
Too much space can create an impression on the commercial community that there is not 
enough activity happening in Downtown (i.e., too much vacant space). 
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2.0 Downtown Arts and Entertainment Vision 
 
The Downtown Arts and Entertainment Strategy is based upon the results of the Market 
Analysis, as well as the results of the visioning session and workshops.  
 
The vision should work as a branding tool and be kept as a standard to help guide all future 
decisions regarding arts and entertainment management in Downtown. Actions that work 
towards fulfilling the vision should be implemented and ones that do not should be abandoned.  
 
Downtown Grand Rapids serves a multitude of functions including a commercial role (office 
workers, residents), a civic role as the focus for City, County, and some state and federal uses, a 
business and financial role, a health sciences role, an educational role, a social role, a residential 
role, and an arts and entertainment role. This mixture of uses creates a more dynamic diverse 
Downtown environment. As a reminder, the focus of this action plan report is geared towards 
an Arts and Entertainment Strategy for Downtown and does not preclude other important roles 
that Downtown Grand Rapids can play in the region.  
 
Arts and entertainment in Downtown Grand Rapids encompasses a broad appeal and the 
venues and activities are widely dispersed throughout the entire Downtown. This diversity is a 
very good thing and critical to it being different from the suburbs and other cities. The vision 
will be to create and sustain the overall image of Downtown based on the following: 
 
Arts and entertainment in Downtown will have a specific niche that makes it stand out in West 
Michigan. The arts and entertainment niche will include the following vision points: 
 To create a culturally diverse place that attracts a variety of audiences. Downtown will build 

urban strength through diversity by which its various components will be mutually 
supportive of one another. Diversity will manifest itself in different attitude districts. 
Downtown will not be just an address, but an attitude. 

 These attitude districts in Downtown will be character trait extensions of the people who 
want to visit and reflect their values related to diversity, eclecticism, urbanity, 
sophistication, high culture; in essence it will be a living laboratory to experiment, explore, 
learn, and share. 

 One of the major focuses of Downtown’s arts and entertainment offerings will be 
accessibility. Accessibility will mean easy-to-get-to, easy-to-use, for a diverse audience, and 
reasonably priced. 

 It will not matter if you are young or old, rich or poor, gay or straight, Downtown will 
embrace change as part of its core character as a means of ensuring it remains current, 
relevant, and accessible. As society evolves through time, Downtown will grow with it. 
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Rather than having the Downtown visitor experience the area, they will be encouraged to 
immerse themselves in it, share it, and allow it to become part of them. The vision is based on 
developing a very accessible cosmopolitan environment that the UMC Team has coined 
“Micropolitan.” 
 
The Arts and Entertainment Strategy for Downtown Grand Rapids is based upon developing 
three major attitude districts primarily related to what the individual visitor wants to 
experience while in Downtown. Due to the diverse arts and entertainment offerings and their 
dispersed locations throughout Downtown, there is overlap among the three districts. As 
illustrated on the accompanying map the edges are overlapping and soft, demonstrating that 
the plan is flexible and allows for flow and synergy between the three districts. The map also 
illustrates that key anchors lying outside the districts are channeled into Downtown (e.g., 
Gerald R. Ford Presidential Museum). Each district is described on the following pages. 
 
 
 
 

GVSU

 

FSU and GRCC 

Contemporary 

Avant 
Garde

Arts  
Axis

GVSU
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Attitude 
District 

Location 
Key Character 
Traits 

Facilities and 
Example Businesses 

Other Cities 

Arts Axis  Centered on 
Monroe 
Avenue and 
Monroe 
Center, north 
of Louis Street 

 Focused 
primarily on 
arts, 
performance 
spaces, and 
visual arts 

 Center point 
of life in 
Grand Rapids 

 Mixture of 
service, food, 
retail, and 
cultural 
experiences 

 Many fine 
restaurants 

 Major hub of 
events and 
festivals 

 Most people’s 
definition of 
Downtown 

 DeVos 
Performance Hall 

 DeVos Place 
 Civic Theatre 
 St. Cecilia’s/Royce 

Auditorium 
 Grand Rapids Art 

Museum 
 Grand Rapids 

Children’s 
Museum 

 Calder Plaza 
 Library 
 Rosa Parks Circle 
 The Grill at 1913 
 Tre Cugini 
 The Chop House 
 Louis Benton 
 Leo’s 
 FSU Art Gallery 

 River North, 
Chicago (art 
gallery 
district) 

 Avenue of the 
Arts, 
Philadelphia 

 Cultural 
District, 
Pittsburgh 

 Columbus 
Circle, NYC 
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Attitude 
District 

Location 
Key Character 
Traits 

Facilities and 
Example Businesses 

Other Cities 

Entertainment 
District 

 South of Louis 
Street 
between 
Grand River 
and 
Commerce 
Street 

 Hub of 
progressive 
restaurants 
and food 

 Van Andel 
Arena 

 Closest thing 
to an 
“entertainmen
t district” 

 Progressive, 
hip, 
happening 

 The B.O.B. 

 Van Andel Arena 
 The Intersection 
 Purple East 
 The B.O.B. 
 Bistro Bella Vita 
 J. Gardella’s Tavern 
 Sierra Room 
 Bar Divani 
 Black Rose 
 San Chez 
 48 West 
 EQ3 
 Urban House 
 Frames Unlimited 

 LoDo, Denver 
 Wrigleyville, 

Chicago 
 King and 

Richmond, 
Toronto 

 Warehouse 
District, 
Cleveland 

 F Street, 
Washington 

 
Attitude 
District 

Location 
Key Character 
Traits 

Facilities and Example 
Businesses 

Other Cities 

Avant Garde  From Fulton 
and Division 
south as well 
as Sheldon 
Avenue 

 Edgy, 
innovative 

 Not for 
everyone 

 Trendsetting 
hub of 
western 
Michigan 

 Young and 
vibrant 

 Celebration of 
diversity 

 Urban Institute of 
Contemporary Arts 

 Scavenger Hunt 
 Vertigo Records 
 Discussions 
 Morningstar 75 
 Rumor’s Night Club 
 Division Avenue 

Arts 
 Sanctuary 
 Planet K Studio 

 South Street, 
Philadelphia 

 South Side, 
Pittsburgh 

 East Village, 
NYC 

 Latin Quarter, 
Montreal 

 Wicker Park, 
Bucktown, 
Chicago 

 Mission 
District, 
Tenderloin, 
San Francisco 
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In terms of overall goals and objectives, in the mid-to-longer term, Downtown: 
 

Will be Will not be 
 Busy day and evening, week and 

weekend, with pedestrian traffic 
 Quiet and empty 

 A prestigious address  Second rate 
 Active day and night, reflecting the rich 

heritage 
 Abandoned 

 A historically honest alternative to the 
sameness of suburban shopping malls 
and big box retailers 

 A regional shopping center 

 Streetscaping that adds to the character 
and significance of the area 

 Unkept, unclean, and in disrepair 

 Safe and perceived as safe  Perceived as unsafe 
 A place for a diverse mix of households 

of all income levels to mix and enjoy 
themselves 

 Socially single-dimension 

 A cultural center for the region based on 
sophisticated, urbane retailers 

 The location of choice for festivals, 
activities, and special events 

 Sterile, only special events 

 Mix of restaurants, culture, destination 
retail, and local goods and services that 
promote the character and talent of the 
business owners 

 A generalist or only arts and culture 
 Only national chains that can be found 

in any city 

 A diverse mix of housing options and 
residents 

 A place that appeals to only one target 
market 

 Easy to find, and easy to move about 
with ample parking in a pedestrian-
friendly environment 

 Appropriately priced parking for 
consumers needs 

 A hassle to find and use 
 A place offering parking for only office 

workers and students but rather, a place 
for parking that is also conducive for 
retail purposes 

 Prosperous for merchants 
 Business-friendly City system with 

respect to permitting and regulations 

 Economically unviable 
 Overly regulated with red tape limiting 

business development opportunities 
 A place where the business community 

proactively works together and is 
involved for mutual benefit of the entire 
community  

 A place of isolated business going in 
different directions 
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3.0 Target Market 
 
Target markets for Downtown and the types of businesses that will appeal to them are 
summarized in this section. Each target market is not mutually exclusive as there is overlap 
among the different sectors. 

 
Target 
Market 

Population Demographics 
Attitude Districts and 
Types of Stores Required 

Resilient 
Residents 

7,818  Growing 
 Younger 
 Enthusiasts 
 Loyal 
 Nearby and need to use 

businesses and services in 
Downtown 

 Arts Axis, 
Contemporary, and 
Avant Garde Districts: 

- Convenience goods 
and services 

- Some shopping 
goods 

- Restaurants 
- Entertainment 

clubs and bars 
Strategic 
Students 

27,425 full-
time and part-
time attending 
classes in 
Downtown; 
24,153 
attending 
classes 
elsewhere in 
the City 

 Large market from multiple 
campuses 

 Growing in number 
 Open to new ideas and 

experiences 
 Less impacted by negatives 
 Strong spenders even if their 

incomes are lower 
 Live nearby 
 Reachable through guerilla and 

niche marketing strategies 
 Some older, mature students 

attending classes 
 Spend approximately 

$320/month on leisure goods, 
eating, and drinking 

 

 Contemporary and 
Avant Garde Districts: 

- Convenience goods 
and services 

- Leisure products 
- Restaurants and 

casual dining/fast 
food 

- Entertainment clubs 
and bars 
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Target Market Population Demographics Types of Stores Required 
Worthwhile 
Workers 

Approximately 
40,000 

 Two sub-markets 
 Young professional 

singles (20 to 35 years of 
age) 

 Mature professional (35 to 
60 years of age) 

 Focus on those Downtown 
workers who are most 
likely to use Downtown 
services – do not try to 
change habits of those non 
users 

 Can be reached with 
highly focused marketing 
strategies  

 Awareness drives usage 

 Arts Axis, 
Contemporary, and 
Avant Garde District: 
- Restaurants, casual 

dining 
- Convenience goods 

and services 
- Main stream apparel 

and accessories 
- Some gift items 
- Entertainment clubs 

and bars 

Valuable 
Visitors 

Over 3 million 
annual 
attendance 

 Two sub-markets 
 20 to 30 year olds 
 30+ year olds 
 Both groups have 

moderate to high 
household income 

 Downtown has a broad 
appeal for arts and 
entertainment 

 Attend a free event or 
concert 

 Sporting event at Van 
Andel Arena 

 Go to a restaurant or bar 
 Come Downtown for 

errands 
 Visit a cultural venue 

 Contemporary, Arts 
Axis, and Avant Garde 
Districts: 

- Restaurant 
- Drinking 
- Leisure goods and 

services 
- Unique goods and 

services 
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Target Market Population Demographics Types of Stores Required 
Convenient 
Conventioneers 

  Visitors attending a group 
conference or convention 

 Less reliance on leisure 
travelers 

 Growth market 
 Have immediate needs 

(e.g., prepared meals) 
 Can be reached through 

meeting planners, CVB, 
hotels, etc. 

 Contemporary, Arts 
Axis, and Avant Garde 
Districts: 

- Restaurant 
- Drinking 
- Leisure goods and 

services 
- Unique goods and 

services 

 
In terms of each target market’s current and desired perspective of Downtown and in particular 
their arts and entertainment experience, the following quotes showcase what the outcome of a 
successful Arts and Entertainment Strategy would be: 
 

Strategic Students 

Current Perspective 
“I’m so glad I go to college in Downtown Grand Rapids. I have access to so many entertainment 
options in the city. It doesn’t matter to me if an area’s not perfect…that’s what makes it cool.” 
 

Desired Perspective 
“Everyone wants to go to one of the Downtown campuses. People I know that go out in the 
burbs feel left out. Downtown Grand Rapids is a great place to live, work, and go to school. I’m 
meeting people from all over the Midwest who have heard about it and I love all the things the 
Downtown businesses do for us. My favorite area is around Division Avenue Oh, and I’m 
planning on staying here after graduation.” 

Resilient Residents 

Current Perspective 

“I consider myself a bit of a pioneer. I was one of the first people I know to relocate to 
Downtown. But it’s a great place to live. I especially like being able to walk to arts and cultural 
events, great restaurants, and services. We just need more.” 
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Desired Perspective 
“Downtown gets better and better. And they do a great job now of telling me what’s going on, 
where, and when. I feel like a Downtown VIP here. It’s interesting to see how many more 
people are discovering what it’s like to live here. People outside Downtown are using the 
districts to find their way.” 

Worthwhile Workers 

Current Perspective 
“The best part about working in Downtown Grand Rapids is having so much at your doorstep. 
There is a nice sense of community here that I enjoy being a part of. And there’s so much going 
on to enjoy. I just don’t get to that many events and happenings. But I have to tell you…all my 
suburban friends complain about the cost and lack of parking.”  

Desired Perspective 
“There’s so much more to do here than in the last few years. I love discovering all the new 
restaurants and shops. And now that they have more information and understand Downtown 
more easily, my friends complain less about parking. I try to meet my family Downtown after 
work often for dinner or an event at the Arena. I feel more informed about Downtown.”  

Valuable Visitors 

Current Perspective 
“Sure, we go Downtown now and then. We’ll go for a game at the Arena or for dinner and a 
performance or for a business meeting. And they’ve done a good job on Downtown but there’s 
so much more to do. I just don’t have much of an impression of Downtown except that it’s 
expensive to park there. Depending on your point of view, it’s very culturally diverse. Some of 
my friends like that and some don’t. I think we have to work on that issue.” 

Desired Perspective 
“We certainly come Downtown with more frequency than we used to. I know where to get 
information about where to shop or dine and what’s happening there. I have a much better idea 
of what Downtown is, where to go, and what it stands for. And it’s definitely the most diverse 
part of town and that’s a great thing to see in our fine city.” 
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Convenient Conventioneers 

Current Perspective 

“Grand Rapids is now one of the better places to have our state conference. I think they have 
better restaurants and everything is so easy to get to. The new convention center is very nice but 
why do I have to drive to the suburbs to shop?” 

Desired Perspective 
“First of all, I really appreciate all the great information they provided us. No place does that. 
And I now spend all of my time in the arts and entertainment areas. I’ve told my meeting 
planner we should go to Grand Rapids more frequently. And I’m bringing my family back this 
summer for a long weekend.” 
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4.0 Strategy Framework 
 
As Downtown Grand Rapids is well aware, there are no overnight miracles in Downtown 
revitalization. The Action Plan focuses on four over-arching principles: 
 Focus and intensity  
 Linkages 
 Coordination 
 Diversity. 

 

Focus and Intensity 

 
Investment should start by growing blocks of arts and entertainment-related commercial 
strength, along with general retail. The process should lead to building them up to impressive 
levels and minimizing development diffusion. This will be more productive than trying to do a 
little bit everywhere, only working on the fringes or by trying to fix the big problems first. The 
primary retail commercial corridors include Monroe Center, Ionia Avenue South, and Division 
Avenue South. There are additional commercial pockets along Fulton Street, Monroe Avenue, 
Pearl Street, Grandville Avenue, and Commerce Avenue. It will be important to ensure these 
streets act as linkage corridors among the different arts and entertainment venues to ensure 
there is more intense usage of Downtown overall such that when visitors come they will stay 
longer. 
 
The focus on creating a stronger arts and supporting retail sector in the core area does not mean 
that work will not be done in other areas, but it means that resources will be directed to actively 
search out methods to improve upon the vision of creating viable arts and supporting retail 
districts.  
 
Downtown Grand Rapids is very fortunate to possess state-of-the-art arts and entertainment 
facilities and venues in Downtown. The facilities cover a range of artistic and entertainment 
options from children’s programs, to mainstream theater, to new age bands that essentially can 
appeal to almost every life stage. By building on the strengths and intensifying the impact in 
each district, the image of the whole area will improve and become more cohesive. 
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The focus should be on the following: 
 Increase visits of current visitors – the goal will be to narrow and intensify the marketing 

messages to key target markets. 
 Intensify residential development – attracting more residents to Downtown will not only 

provide a stronger base for Downtown goods and service providers but it will send a very 
strong message that Downtown Grand Rapids is a sought-after place to live and visit. 

 Develop commercial concepts that draw people – the range of arts and entertainment 
options can be programmed so that Downtown Grand Rapids is busy throughout most of 
the year. To complement the arts and entertainment offerings, the commercial businesses 
must be equally as strong in their ability to draw people.  

• Build blocks of arts and arts-related retail strength. 
 

Linkages 

 
The power of Downtown is rooted in its diversity (of activities and people). Unless pedestrian 
traffic flows between the various arts and entertainment venues and the retail commercial 
businesses in and between each attitude district, Downtown’s diversity is compartmentalized 
and stifled. For this reason, it is crucial to ensure that linkages be established not only from a 
physical design perspective, but also with respect to economic development and marketing.  
These linkages need to be enhanced and maintained on a continual basis. Actions that promote 
a more cohesive feel should be encouraged: 
 Physical design: gateway projects, linkages with colleges and universities, connections 

between retail commercial corridors and arts and entertainment venues, and other visual 
clues that allow the Downtown visitor to continue their Downtown experience (unique 
streetscaping that include manhole covers, light standards, poles, banners, public art, 
benches, and physical design that incorporates elements of safe design principles). 

 Economic development: retail continuity, infill development, arts and entertainment and 
related retail/commercial clustering that are mutually supportive (e.g., contemporary 
restaurants), extended hours of operation (e.g., bookstores open late in the evening to take 
advantage of performing arts target markets), enhancing and developing a package of 
incentives to help property owners and businesses to succeed. 

 Marketing: signage, banners, Website, systematic symbols for parking, wayfinding 
programs, cross-promotion of businesses, arts, culture, and special events with a consistent 
branded focus. 
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Coordination 

 
The strength of any development program is based upon effective communication. 
Communication is facilitated by an organization that has a clear mandate and vision. The 
organization creates a broad-based partnership among the public and private sector interests to 
provide leadership and allocate resources to maintain and propel the goals and objectives. Some 
of the multiple players need to form a Downtown Partnership organization that can oversee the 
broad based scale of Downtown revitalization. This includes the Downtown Alliance, the 
Downtown Improvement District, and the Downtown Development Authority. The Downtown 
Partnership should have clear goals and objectives and partner with the other organizations and 
agencies (e.g., City, Grand Action, Grand Rapids Arts Council) to help propel these goals and 
objectives. 
 

Diversity 
Downtown’s strategy will be to encourage diversity. This will ensure that the area remains 
interesting and unique. Diversity in arts and entertainment should spill over into other areas 
such as diversity of incomes, housing options, retail, among other things. The diversity will 
help to build strength and character and will be a driving force in the marketing and 
recruitment efforts. 
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5.0 Action Plans 
 
The Arts and Entertainment Strategy for Downtown Grand Rapids is focused on four key 
elements: 
 Economic development 
 Physical development 
 Marketing strategies 
 Organizational capacity 
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5.1 Economic Development 

 
Strategy Goal: encourage and facilitate private and public sector investment and recruitment of 
commercial businesses with an emphasis on arts, entertainment, and arts-related 
retail/commercial (e.g., restaurants, leisure retailers such as bookstores, hobby and artist 
supply, home furnishings, etc.). 
 
An important key ingredient of the successful development of Downtown will be launching 
and maintaining the Retail Management Program. A significant element will be the Downtown 
Partnership’s and in particular the BID’s abilities to encourage and recruit private investment 
that meets the overall vision and development goals. If the Downtown Partnership is unable to 
be developed, this priority should be part of the DDA’s mandate. 
 
Specific goals should include the following: 
 Recruit preferred businesses to occupy buildings and parcels with synergy between the 

target markets and arts and entertainment. 
 Promote affordable artist live/work spaces and other residential units (particularly student 

housing and middle to high income housing units). 
 Engage colleges and universities, to connect their arts-related programs with Downtown 

even to go so far as to enhance incubator space. There could be an artist cooperative in 
Downtown Grand Rapids that showcases student work from Kendall College of Art Design 
of Ferris State University that is for sale. 

 Stores related to arts and entertainment (e.g., Grand Rapids Art Museum, the Children’s 
Museum, The Zone at the Van Andel Arena, the Grand Rapids Ballet store) need to have a 
better presence in Downtown Grand Rapids. 

 Temporary tenant or incubator space program. 

The Avon Theatre in Downtown Stratford, Ontario has a 
retail shop at the street level adjacent to the theatre. 

Curtain Call is the Pittsburgh Symphony Society’s retail 
store in the Cultural District of Downtown Pittsburgh. 
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As stated, the Retail Management Program will be based on attitude districts. There are 
common arts and entertainment-related elements throughout the whole of Downtown that 
makes it difficult to section off certain districts for exclusive development. The following 
discussion analyzes the roles, strategy, market segment, linkages, target retailers, and future 
action for each attitude district. 
 
 
 

 

FSU and GRCC 

Contemporary 

Avant 
Garde

Arts  
Axis

GVSU
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Arts Axis — Mainstream Arts 

Location 

The area straddling Monroe Avenue and Monroe Center from DeVos Performance Hall to St. 
Cecilia’s forms the curved spine of the Arts Axis district.  
 

Role 
In this area and adjacent to it are most of Downtown Grand Rapids traditional, mainstream arts 
and culture related venues, and retail offerings. The area includes DeVos Convention Center, 
DeVos Performance Hall, Civic Theatre, Grand Rapids Children’s Museum, St. Cecilia’s Music 
Society/Royce Auditorium, Grand Rapids Art Museum, art galleries, Rosa Parks Circle, Calder 
Plaza, and the Public Library. In addition, on the west side of the Grand River is the Gerald R. 
Ford Presidential Museum and the Van Andel Museum and Chaffee Planetarium with 
connections along Pearl Street. Added to the traditional arts mix are mid to high end restaurants 
and the Amway Grand Plaza Hotel. 
 

Strategy 
The strategy is to create a recognizable critical mass of high quality arts and related 
retail/commercial offerings that will stand out in people’s minds as the place to go for quality 
culture and experience. The Arts Axis is also located in central Downtown Grand Rapids and 
builds off of the civic and office functions in Downtown. 
 

Market Segment 
The target markets include: 
 Worthwhile workers 
 Resilient residents 
 Valuable visitors 
 Convenient conventioneers. 
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Linkages 
There are several key action sites in the Arts Axis district. These include Monroe Avenue and 
Pearl Street, Monroe Avenue and Monroe Center, Monroe Center and Ottawa Avenue, and 
Monroe Center and Division Avenue. Key entry points/gateways include Ottawa Avenue at I-
196, Pearl Street at U.S. 131, Fulton Street, as well as Bridge Street/Michigan Street and Division 
Avenue. It will be important to entice workers, arts visitors, and the hotel and convention 
traffic. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Marketing programs that target office workers with such things as loyalty cards for eating in 
Downtown should be developed, including a directory of where to eat and drink. Downtown 
Vancouver does an excellent job of targeting activities and events for specific target groups. For 
office workers, there are listings for cafés, workout facilities, sporting tickets, and educational 
programs all in Downtown. The After Five crowd highlights theatrical plays, restaurant 
reservations, art lessons, spa services, and dance classes. 
 

 

 
 
 
DeVos Place 
anchors one 
end of the 
Arts Axis.  
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Arts Axis – Potential Businesses to Add to Existing Mix2 
 

Retail Merchandise Convenience Goods Eating and Drinking Personal Services 
 Art galleries 
 Art related gift shop 

(e.g., music/ 
symphony gift store, 
Grand Rapids Art 
Museum store, 
Christmas store),  

 Bookstore (general, 
artist bookstore, 
cookbook store) 

 Import shops 
(Indonesian, Asian, 
Mexican, 
Scandinavian) 

 Framing 
 Business/stationery 

supplies 
 Unique gift items 
 Mid to high end 

apparel and shoes 
(women’s and two 
men’s wear stores) 

 Home furnishings 
 Kitchen goods 
 Electronics – cell 

phones, pagers, 
computer software 

 Jewelry 
 Flower store 
 Greeting cards 
 Vitamins and 

supplements 
 Beauty and cosmetics 

such as Aveda 

 Convenience stores 
 Magazines, 

International 
magazine store 

 Specialty food 
retailers similar Bite, 
bakery café, 
bookstore café 

 Small grocer 
 Quality liquor store 

 

 Restaurants: high 
end, white table 
cloth, steakhouse, 
California fusion, 
chop house, French, 
Japanese, Thai, 
Vietnamese, German 
or eastern European, 
seafood 

 Cocktail bar, wine 
bar, cigar lounge,  

 Some fast food for 
office workers and 
cafés 

 Coffee shops 

 Dry cleaning 
 Barber shop 
 Hair salon, spa 

services 
 Travel, luggage 

shop 
 Optical 
 FedEx, courier 

services 
 Financial services 

and banks 
 Photo services 
 Gyms and workout 

centers (on upper 
levels), dance class, 
yoga, pilates, music 
lessons 

 Diet and weight 
loss clinics 

 Massage therapy, 
naturopathic 
medicine 

 Dance class 
 
 

                                                      
2 If noted businesses are already found in Downtown Grand Rapids, the UMC Team believes that more of 
these businesses are required or that better quality businesses are required of this type 
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Mainstream retailers should be located on the highly visible streets of Monroe Center, Monroe 
Avenue, as well as Pearl Street and Ottawa Avenue, and the supporting goods and services 
should be located on the side streets and inside office buildings. The City and the Downtown 
Partnership should try to limit ground floor office uses particularly along Monroe Center. 
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Contemporary — Entertainment District 

Location 

The area includes The B.O.B. to the north and flows south of Fulton Street along Grandville 
Avenue, Ottawa Avenue, Ionia Avenue, and Commerce Avenue. The largest concentration of 
retail offerings is along Ionia Avenue. The Van Andel Arena is the largest anchor for this 
entertainment-style district. 
 

Role 

As stated, the sporting and entertainment functions at the arena provide the largest draw for 
the complementary restaurants, bars, and retail businesses. Other arts and entertainment 
venues include The Intersection, art galleries, and small performances at the Grand Rapids 
Ballet. There are a number of sophisticated, urban commercial retail businesses, and interesting 
loft-style buildings. 
 

Strategy 
The strategy will be to enhance the overall arts and entertainment function and expand it 
southwards towards Cherry Street through infill development in the medium to long term. The 
focus will remain on eating, drinking, and complementary retail.  
 

Market Segment 

Target markets includes: 
 Valuable visitors 
 Resilient residents 
 Strategic students 
 Worthwhile workers. 

 

Linkages 
Fulton Street is a major east/west connector for Downtown Grand Rapids bringing in students 
and residents from both sides of the City. In addition, U.S. 131 has an off-ramp at Cherry Street. 
The overall goal is to encourage arena attendees to visit other areas nearby either before or after 
an event and to attract more customers at times when there are no arena events. Students are 
another important target market that need to be addressed through marketing and physical 
linkages. 
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Other linkages include: 
 Common branding strategy 
 Infill development between Grandville Avenue and Ionia Avenue 
 Residential development 
 It is important to remember this district during festivals and special events in the Arts Axis 

district. This can include having secondary stages in the area and promoting businesses. 
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Entertainment District – Potential Businesses to Add to Existing Mix3 
 

Retail Merchandise 
Convenience 
Goods 

Eating and 
Drinking 

Personal 
Services 

Businesses to 
Exclude 

 Very experiential 
retailers 

 Urban, loft 
oriented home 
furnishings and 
furniture 

 Specialized 
bookstores such as 
women’s, art and 
architecture, quality 
used books, 
cooking  

 Leisure goods and 
services including 
art galleries 

 Youth oriented 
clothing including 
jeans, leather 
jackets, sportswear, 
athletic shoes, retro 
sportswear, etc.) 

 Artist cooperative 
 Framing/posters 
 Optical 
 Artist studios 
 Kitchen wares 

 The specialty 
grocery store 
that can 
bridge the 
gap between 
incomes or 
urban public 
market (by 
carrying a 
mix of 
products that 
is not 
completely 
high income, 
includes 
some items 
such as home 
meal 
replacement, 
etc.) 

 Health-
conscious 
pharmacy 

 Liquor store 
 

 Restaurants: 
vegetarian, 
Japanese, Thai, 
Tibetan, 
Brazilian, 
Peruvian, other 
ethnic eateries 
and a range of 
dining from 
brunch, early 
dinner, late 
dinner, wine bar, 
dancing, etc. 

 Eating and 
drinking that 
incorporates art 
and 
entertainments 
(e.g., live 
performance 
space, readings, 
small bands, 
display local 
artists, jazz, etc.) 

 

 Health and spa 
services 

 Flower shop 
 Recreation 

services 
(dance, 
singing, ballet, 
yoga, pilates) 

 
 

 Adult 
entertainment 

 

 

                                                      
3 If noted businesses are already found in Downtown Grand Rapids, the UMC Team believes that more of 
these businesses are required or that better quality businesses are required of this type 
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A music co-op building that is geared to small independent record labels and DJ remixing could 
be developed (requires buildings with extra sound-proofing). 
 
In addition, despite the presence of the film center at the Urban Institute of Contemporary Arts, 
it was felt that Downtown was deficient in offering a movie theater. Should the financial 
feasibility of a movie theater prove successful, it should be located in the Contemporary 
District. 
 
The side streets should contain small, more intimate spaces, such as small cafés and 
independent small retailers. Some cafes can spill over onto the street during the lunch hour to 
provide more space and create a more urban environment. 
 

Example of boutique retailers and cafés that spill out  
into the street during the lunch hour 
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Avant Garde — Division Avenue 

Location 

Division Avenue, incorporating the Urban Institute of Contemporary Arts on Sheldon 
Boulevard as well as the unique businesses along Fulton Street East and Jefferson Avenue is the 
core of the avant garde district. 
 

Role 
This district is a bit edgier and grittier than other areas of Downtown and is not for everyone. 
This is the most experiential area of Downtown frequented by artists and other creative types. 
 

Strategy 

The strategy will be to create a safe environment whereby visitors can come and experience a 
unique environment not available anywhere else in West Michigan. The rents in the area are 
low enough to allow art and retail experimentation. 
 

Market Segment 
The target markets include: 
 Strategic students 
 Resilient residents 
 Valuable visitors (selected audiences) 
 Worthwhile workers. 

 

Linkage 

Division Avenue provides exposure to a large proportion of the City by virtue of the fact that it 
is a major north/south corridor. Fulton Street is a major east/west corridor. An important 
gateway project will be the redevelopment of the vacant parking garage site at Fulton Street and 
Division Avenue into a mixed use facility including parking. 
 
Safety, security, and cleanliness will be a primary goal for the Downtown Partnership in order 
to allow artists and businesses to develop. Cross streets such as Cherry Street, Oakes Street, and 
Weston Street will be important connectors linking the contemporary district with the avant 
garde district. 
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Avant Garde – Potential Businesses to Add to Existing Mix4 
 

Retail Merchandise 
Convenience 
Goods 

Eating and Drinking Services 

 Alternative bookstore 
 Comic bookstore 
 Army surplus store 
 Paint, wallpaper, fabric 

stores 
 Factory outlet type stores 
 Unique home furnishings 
 Retro home furnishings 
 Vintage clothing 
 Musical instruments 
 Specialized hobby stores 

(e.g., beads, ribbons) 
 Ethnic stores (e.g., African 

American, Latino, Asian 
grocer) 

 Student supplies 
 Urban Outfitters 
 Alternative galleries 
 Gallery Co-op 

 

 Ethnic grocers 
 Quality chain 

convenience 
stores (e.g., 
7/11) 

 

 Pubs and bars that 
serve food during 
the day 

 Gay and lesbian 
cafés, bars, 
nightclubs 

 Alternative bars 
and clubs 

 Alternative, hip 
hair stylists 

 Flower shops 
 Alternative 

recreation 
including yoga, 
pilates 

 Student travel or 
adventure travel 
store 

 Barber shops 
 Alternative video 

rental 
 Music lessons 

(e.g., guitar 
lessons) 

 Piercing and 
tattoo places 

 

Future Action 
Work should focus on keeping the area clean and safe, as it has an image of unsavory 
activity but maintaining its unique character. 
 

                                                      
4 If noted businesses are already found in Downtown Grand Rapids, the UMC Team believes that 
more of these businesses are required or that better quality businesses are required of this type 
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Make Retail Recruitment a Top Priority 
The image of Downtown as a retail center is weak. 28th Street is very dominant in the 
traditional-to-contemporary/middle-to-higher income market fashion goods. By developing 
an effective retail attraction and leasing program in close cooperation with the retail 
leasing/brokerage community, retail vacancies will be filled faster.  
 
The arts and entertainment strategy and retailing activity are mutually dependent on one 
another for survival. Both industries draw people to Downtown and help drive their 
businesses. Arts and entertainment visitors require eating, drinking, and shopping goods 
during their visit and retail can respond by servicing those needs in a complementary 
fashion (e.g., sophisticated dining experiences to match the sophisticated entertainment 
experience of the symphony). Vice versa, a collection of retail businesses can create critical 
mass such that they draw visitors to experience cultural performances. Ultimately, the two 
industries become intertwined into an overall experiential visit that is engaging and 
entertaining. 
 
There is enough visitation to warrant more retail-type stores; however, typical suburban 
retailers must be shown that their typical suburban model of how to run a store must be 
different if they want to open a store in Downtown. The target markets, hours of operation, 
and marketing tactics will be different but, if done properly, can be profitable. 
 
By building retailer pressure to locate in Downtown, better retailers will succeed, property 
owners and developers can improve or build more space to fill demand, and retail critical 
mass and momentum will grow. 
 
Leasing retail space is conducted in a very competitive market with other communities, 
developers, and malls all fighting for tenants. This job requires the work of a committed 
professional within the Downtown Partnership. While the approach outlined below should 
be undertaken by the Retail and Marketing Director, it is necessary to generate the support of 
local property owners and leasing firms for the implementation steps through the Retail 
Recruitment program described in the Organization section of this report. 
 
The City of Grand Rapids and Downtown organizations have a full array of tax incentives, 
financing programs, and other programs to assist the development and business community 
to revitalize Downtown. The results of these programs have been instrumental in financing 
important arts and entertainment projects. 
 
Examples of tax and capital incentives are found in the following chart. Tying these 
programs to a retail recruitment strategy can be effective in not only rehabilitating buildings 
but also ensuring that the new tenants match the district. Programs can also be extended to 
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help offset the costs of some property improvements that make the retail space more 
desirable/leaseable (e.g., creating a clean, white interior space). Partnerships with local 
artists and college/university programs, such as Kendall College of Art and Design of Ferris 
State University, can be used to provide ideas into innovative streetscaping, façade design, 
and public art ideas and standards. 
 
 

Tax Incentive or Other Financial Incentive Program 

Tax Incentives 

Renaissance Zone Virtually all state and local taxes waived until 2012 for businesses and 
residential properties (still required to pay special assessments) 

Smart Zone Adjacent to Downtown and anchored by Van Andel Research Institute to 
provide support for high tech and life science industries 

Michigan Economic 
Growth Authority 

Used to promote high quality economic growth. Refundable tax credit. 
Retail is not eligible 

Abatement on Property 
Taxes (PA 198, 1974) 

Property tax abatements primarily for manufacturing industries 

Personal Property Tax 
Abatement (PA 328, 1998) 

Allow abatement of all new personal property taxes on a case by case basis 
for a range of businesses including retail 

Brownfield Redevelopment Investment tax credits and tax increment financing available for designated 
brownfield sites, including contaminated facilities and obsolete buildings 

Obsolete Property 
Rehabilitation Exemptions 
(PA 146, 2000) 

Abatement of property taxes on the value of improvements, made for 
certain commercial and residential properties that are blighted or 
functionally obsolete 

Building Reuse Incentives 
Program 

Financial grant to reduce rehabilitation costs on pre 1950 buildings in 
Downtown Grand Rapids, administered by the DDA 

Site Assessment Grant 
Assistance 

Used to help defray costs associated with environmental site investigations 

Site Reclamation Program 
Grants and Revitalization 
Revolving Loan Fund 

Offered to help in the remediation of blighted properties for such things as 
recycling programs and waste reduction projects 

Cool Cities  
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Tax Incentive or Other Financial Incentive Program 

Training 

Economic Development Job 
Training Grants 

Economic development incentive package for the training and retraining of 
workers 

Youth Apprenticeship Tax 
Credit 

Tax credit available for training registered apprentices under 20 years of age

Technical Education One of 16 Michigan's Technical Training Centers is in Grand Rapids 

Financing 

Banks Available to assist with financing 

Industrial Development 
Revenue Bonds 

Low rate financing tool for industries and some non-profit corporations 

Taxable Revenue Bonds Bonds are tax exempt at the state and local level if purchased by Michigan 
taxpayers 

Capital Access Program Designed to assist banks making riskier business loans 

Small Business 
Administration (SBA) 504 
Program 

Can provide long-term financing of real estate, building, and equipment 
purchases 

Small Business 
Administration (SBA) 7(a) 
Program 

Loans for small businesses unable to secure financing on reasonable terms, 
partial loan guarantee 

Venture Capital See Michigan Economic Development Corporation for directory 

Source: The Right Place, Inc. 

 

Cooperative Retail Recruiting 
A cooperative approach to leasing or opening retail stores, restaurants, and services should 
be made. This is not centralized nor coordinated. This approach requires property owners to 
be involved in endorsing the idea of searching for agreed upon retailers that fit each attitude 
district, and attempting to restrict the types of retailers and commercial uses that do not 
match and other non-desirable tenants (e.g., adult entertainment, office uses on the ground 
floor, etc.).  Generally, this can work, but there are always property owners who need the 
cash flow, cannot delay leasing, and take the first or best offer, regardless of the retail 
district’s character. These property owners should not stand in the way of the program. 
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A focused effort should be made to support private sector development and leasing activity 
with: 
 a focused/branded Downtown retail leasing communications piece on: 

- the Downtown and Grand Rapids region; 
- the size and nature of Downtown’s retail potential; 
- visitors and Downtown user statistics and information including the incredible draw 

from arts and entertainment offerings; 
- any information on what successful stores are capturing in terms of sales per square 

foot would be helpful; 
- good news articles; 
- specific data for specific retailers on the various target area (include testimonials from 

successful retailers) and individual properties and market potential (including site 
specific data on rents, taxes, incentive programs, etc.); 

- targeted communications to potential retailers or developers; and 
- outline support programs available. 

 ongoing public relations;  
 a database on retail activity linked through the Downtown Website; and, 
 organizing grand openings for new retailers. 

 
Other elements in a retail management program, spearheaded by the Downtown 
Partnership, in order to recruit new businesses could include: 
 tenant inducements and rent deals (see Retail Leasing Incentives); 
 the launch of marketing campaigns on behalf of new retailers; 
 guarantees for low cost loans with participating banks for fixtures and improvements; 

and, 
 a volunteer council of advisors or mentors for new operators. Given that many of the 

new businesses will be incubator-type businesses including possible artists, an advisory 
council for new businesses will help ensure their sustainability. The advisory council 
could offer assistance in setting up a business, how to finance a business, how to manage 
inventory, accounting procedures, marketing, technology, merchandising and display, 
among many other retail-related points of concern. 

  
Buffalo offered bonuses to leasing agents for bringing in targeted retailers. This 

program not only attracted the right retailers but also successfully publicized the vision 
for Downtown Buffalo. 
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The coordination of prospective retailers with suitable vacant properties is essential, as is the 
distribution of correct information at appropriate times in the negotiation process. Generally, 
the Retail and Marketing Director is not responsible for “signing up the retailer.” The 
Downtown Partnership can be active in setting the stage, locating and attracting prospects, 
and putting the developers/property owners in contact with the retailer. Then the property 
owner (and real estate brokers and lawyers) will frame the deal and sign it. 
 
The Retail and Marketing Director should develop a recruitment committee made up of local 
retail real estate professionals who already know how the local area works and what retailers 
are looking for. Once the specifics of what a target retailer is looking for are identified, 
specific information targeted at their needs should be extracted from this study and 
packaged for them. In addition, general marketing materials on the vision for Downtown 
should be developed that will interest retailers, real estate professionals, and developers.  
 
In addition, the stores that should be actively recruited are the type that can attract other 
retailers simply by their presence. These “bell cow” retailers indicate a high level of potential 
to the stores that locate close to them. These kinds of retailers are the ones that should be 
considered for special incentives (e.g., rent abatement, façade improvement, etc.). These 
operators are not only “bell cow” retailers, but also have very strong covenants for their 
leases.  
 
One important project can be the creation of a large, diverse (painting, arts, craft, furnishings, 
furniture, jewelry, textile including both high and low prices) arts cooperative. Depending on 
the size of the project, it could have: 
 a main floor (possibly second floor) store that is serious about selling a lot of product; 
 second floor major gallery space with a reception and event function faculties; 
 third and fourth floor actual working studios; and, 
 fifth floor special events, film, and meeting space. 

 
It could be run as a cooperative not-for-profit organization. Lincoln Road in Miami Beach is a 
great example of an artist community that has been working proactively over the years to 
develop an identifiable niche and foster an arts community. The South Florida Arts Center 
has taken on the role of developer, acquiring up to four buildings to house art space for local 
artists. In the development role and as owners of the buildings, the South Florida Arts Center 
is able to ensure a secure long-term space for artists to hone their skills without the risk of 
being evicted. In return, these artists agree to work on their art in view of the public as well 
as staff a main floor gallery that enlivens the street. 
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Retail Leasing Incentives 
With the assistance of the many tax and financial incentives in place, property owners in 
Downtown should be prepared to be in a position to offer further incentives to help attract 
quality tenants. This initiative should be supported by the Downtown Partnership. Possible 
program incentives include: 
 rent breaks, equal or better than the competition, e.g., one to three months free rent, or an 

increasing rent structure that is below market rate in the first few years of operation, 
gradually increasing to market rate, and then it could possibly be increased above market 
rate: 

Year 1   $5/square foot 
Year 2  $7/square foot 
Year 3  $10/square foot 
Year 4  $12/square foot 
Year 5  $15/square foot 

 build out the walls, light, and heating on a five or more year lease but recoup these 
expenses in the amount of rent (only for fully guaranteed leases). 

 
It should be noted that occupancy costs (rent, taxes, utilities, etc.) should not exceed 10% of 
sales or 25% of the store’s gross margin. Therefore, if landlords expect rents of $20 to $30 per 
square foot plus other occupancy charges, the store must typically do sales of $200 to $300 or 
more per square foot. 
 
While the Downtown Partnership will be primarily responsible for helping to coordinate 
these private and public sector incentives, they can offer other kinds of non-financial 
incentives such as: 
 facilitating the process of obtaining licenses, permits, zoning, etc.; 
 setting up a new retailer support group to guide new retailers on accounting, banking, 

buying, customer service, promotion, etc.; 
 resource referral such as how to obtain small business incentives (e.g., low cost loans, 

design assistance from architects, etc.); 
 accessing assistance from the City, County, State, Federal, or from foundations; and, 
 helping to launch new stores with: 

- “welcome” ads and posters, 
- mailer to members, 
- customers lists provided by non-competing retailers in Downtown, and 
- a PR campaign. 
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Prospecting 
The most important activity in retail recruitment is tenant prospecting. The process involves: 
 identifying and maintaining a list of retail/service businesses that fit in with the tenant 

mix guidelines set out for each area of emphasis; 
 matching these businesses to appropriate available spaces; 
 contacting owners, leasing managers, or local leasing representatives for national chains 

to try to interest them in a Downtown location; 
 remaining in constant contact with local real estate professionals, as well as personal 

contacts; 
 providing retail prospects and developers with as much information as they need; and, 
 working with them, real estate agents, and property owners to strike a deal that benefits 

all parties. 
 
There are four general rules to follow in searching for potential recruits: 
1. Recruiting efforts should always begin locally by looking for businesses that are willing 

to expand or whose leases are expiring. 
2. A hit list should be established using the Yellow Pages, industry directories, newspapers, 

and personal contacts. The Downtown Partnership may attend the International Council 
of Shopping Centers (local deal making sessions for the ICSC are better for Downtown 
than a national convention) or industry trade shows (e.g., arts and craft show, the 
Giftware show, or antique show) to find new stores along with the property owners. 
Other ideas include checking industry association magazines. New start up businesses 
should be encouraged through partnerships with educational institutions such as 
Kendall College of Art and Design of Ferris State University’s many degree programs. 

3. The media should be used whenever possible. 
4. Look for information on the number of stores a company has, where they are expanding 

currently, their typical store size, and the demographics of markets they are already in. 
Then try to contact those that match what you have available in the different retail nodes. 
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Leasing Opportunity Day 
To expand the prospect list, conduct a Leasing Opportunity Day. This will help introduce 
local entrepreneurs to the opportunities in Downtown. A program should be put together 
that includes: 
 Downtown Partnership leaders and board members; 
 city officials and planning and economic development staff; 
 foundations and support organizations; 
 arts related organizations and other organizations; 
 representatives from local colleges and universities; 
 representatives of local banks and major employers; and, 
 strong commercial businesses. 

 
Have local leasing agents and property owners on hand to give tours of properties that are 
available for lease. At the same time, run workshops on retail operations, business 
management, financing, etc. Hold these seminars in a location as close as possible to the sites 
that are currently involved in the leasing opportunities program.  
 
Business opportunity meetings can be a forum for recruitment as well as education. Those 
who show up will be the aggressive or visionary retailers who may be receptive to the 
advantages offered in Downtown. The Downtown Partnership can help ensure a high 
attendance by conducting an extensive direct mail campaign and personally inviting key 
prospects. 
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Other Prospecting Tips 
The following tips will help ensure effective use of the Downtown Partnership’s time in 
prospecting for tenants: 
 A meeting with all staff and volunteers should be held to familiarize them with all 

aspects of the program, including demographics in the trade area, the history of retail in 
the Downtown, the opportunities by street and building, and the existing tenant mix. 

 Canvas first using support staff to qualify leads through telemarketing or direct mail. 
Always follow up by phone and keep a detailed record of all meetings and discussions in 
order to track communications with all retailers with whom the Downtown has 
negotiated. 

 Always attempt to offer prospects a choice of suitable locations. 
 Try to generate as much media interest for Downtown’s retail recruitment as possible. 

This amounts to free advertising for the program. Send out press releases that highlight 
all the good things about the Downtown, including a list of the businesses that have 
agreed to locate there and what sites they are moving to. This may spark interest in other 
available properties. 

 Consider advertising to generate leads including print, radio, and television. Local 
stations may be looking for an interesting story about Downtown recruitment efforts. 

 Make use of follow-up letters, even if the prospect does not come through. They can 
serve as a reminder about Downtown, especially when expansion plans arise in the 
future. Letters should reiterate information about the sites that were discussed and invite 
the prospect to call anytime. 

 Always set goals for the number of prospects to be contacted in a given month or at other 
specified time. 

 

Promote the Temporary Tenant Program 

Add temporary tenants to fill vacant space and to let people know that changes are in place 
in Downtown. This process serves to create activity in the space and prevent unsightliness. 
Some ideas to consider for short-term space utilization include: 
 temporary toy store outlets, gift stores, book store, or craft markets at Christmas; 
 antique galleries; 
 artist’s studios or central gallery space in large spaces; and, 
 arts festival space. 

 
Some of these tenants may even evolve into permanent users. This concept can also be used 
by local stores, which may need extra space on a temporary basis (e.g., at Christmas or for a 
special clearance). 
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Retail Retention 
First, the Retail and Marketing Director should publicize the information from the 
background report for this project. Existing retailers can begin to refocus their own 
retailing/marketing efforts to take advantage of the local traffic (local residents, students, 
arts and entertainment patrons, workers, and other visitors). Merchandising, store 
presentation and window display, layout, price-point restructuring, renovation and façade 
improvement, expansion, or relocation should be re-evaluated in order to maximize the 
potential of the current traffic and plan for traffic expansion. For example, the student 
market is very lucrative in Downtown and demonstrated to be growing. Products that are 
geared to this target market should do well.  Retail retention is important because the 
strength of the existing retailers and businesses will encourage prospective merchants to 
locate in Downtown.  
 
Part of the Retail and Marketing Director’s duties is to help connect existing and new 
retailers with low cost business resources in Grand Rapids. In some cases, this can be in local 
colleges and universities. In addition, an advisory or mentoring program that is developed 
for new retailers should also be available for existing retailers. 
 
As the recruitment effort becomes more successful, the retail climate in Downtown will 
become more competitive. Marginal retailers will face more competition. These retailers 
must become as strong as the newer retailers. If retailers believe they offer great service, they 
should be willing to take the necessary action to sustain and improve it. It is often better to 
improve an area of strength rather than tackling a big weakness as a starting point. While 
many retailers believe that they already offer great assistance to their customers, it will be 
important to offer additional benefits. There are numerous resources from motivational 
speakers, books, videos/DVDs, and workshops that address areas of retail operations. 
 
For the artist community, having non-profits own and develop their own space, such as 
South Florida Arts Center, Pittsburgh Cultural Trust, Artspace, and Artists and Cities, is one 
method of ensuring these businesses remain in Downtown even as rents rise and pressure 
mounts to find higher paying uses. Other options, such as the Distillery District in 
Downtown Toronto, include property owners who offer art galleries and art spaces with 
long-term leases (e.g., 20 years). 
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 Downtown will be able to supply retention services through the following means: 
 Making educational tools (including videos, guidelines, and books) available to 

Downtown businesses and coordinating special learning events for members.  
 Offering seminars on topics, such as merchandising, effective use of window displays, 

how to offer good customer service, accounting, public policy, marketing and 
advertising, buying for your business, and how to develop an Internet site (multi-channel 
retailing) could be part of the retail advisory committee. 

 Making demographic information available so that businesses can better target their 
promotions. 

 Helping businesses identify and develop business opportunities for growth and 
expansion. Programs include how to attract more customers through marketing, building 
a repeat customer base, how to encourage customers to spend more, adding new product 
lines to capture a wider market range, expanding or relocating within the Downtown, 
opening a complementary business, and creating your own competition. 

 Providing businesses with networking opportunities by holding meetings at different 
locations throughout Downtown. This gives local retailers the opportunity to learn about 
each other’s businesses.  

 Supporting cross-promotional efforts (e.g., a business directory, dining guide to 
Downtown). Reward businesses by providing marketing support for businesses that 
want to market themselves jointly (e.g., a loyalty card for eating and drinking in 
Downtown, help with businesses that want to develop joint marketing promotions such 
as DeVos Performance Hall, local hotels, and local eating and drinking places). 

 Restaurants should offer discounts to staff members who work in the tourism industry 
(e.g., hotels, convention staff, museum staff) so that they can become not only educated 
but also strong advocates of where to eat in Downtown Grand Rapids. 

 Being able to recognize signs of difficulty and responding due to rumors, negative 
attitudes, slow sales, personal crisis for a business owner, and slow moving inventory, 
etc. As personal business difficulties are usually very sensitive matters, the approach 
taken with respect to these subjects should be in a gentle manner. In addition, it would be 
better if a respected peer in the community could work with the business. 

 Planning for business transition. If a business owner plans to sell, close, or retire, it is 
important to find this out as soon as possible. Services offered by the Downtown 
Partnership could include the following: 
- Serving as a liaison between business owners and potential buyers 
- Identifying potential buyers and providing information 
- Helping to prepare marketing materials 

 Downtown members need to support one another’s businesses by being seen shopping 
and conducting business on a regular basis in Downtown. Becoming actively involved 
provides opportunities for visual monitoring, keeping communication channels open, 
and building relationships that are essential. 
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One of the most attractive selling points for prospective retailers is the knowledge that they will 
be situated close to other strong stores. Because of this, upgrading existing retailers is also an 
important part of recruitment activities. In addition, just as these are important services for 
existing retailers, new start-up retailers should be encouraged to take advantage of these 
services.  
 

Recommendations — Economic Development 
 

Action Step Time Frame Responsibility 
Convene Roundtable meetings with property 
owners and start a feedback process on vision and 
Retail Management Program 

Immediate and 
ongoing 

Downtown 
Partnership  

Initiate Roundtable meetings with real estate 
professionals and leasing agents 

Immediate and 
ongoing 

Downtown 
Partnership  

Target specific parcels with high catalytic potential 
for appropriate development (as per areas of 
emphasis) 

Immediate and 
ongoing 

Downtown 
Partnership  

Have a staff person who will liaise with the City and 
champion Downtown to help expedite the action 
plan and its implementation 

Immediate and 
ongoing 

Downtown 
Partnership  

Work with marketing/branding program to 
coordinate message 

Short term Downtown 
Partnership 

Package leasing information for development 
opportunity sites and target businesses 

Short to medium 
term 

Downtown 
Partnership 

Assess current incentives and develop a coordinated 
package of regulatory reforms and other incentives 
to facilitate appropriate private development. Look 
at ways of modifying existing regulatory building 
codes and policies that better suit Downtown’s aims 
and objectives, especially with respect to retail 
recruitment 

Short to medium 
term 

Downtown 
Partnership, City 

Support college and university programs that can 
provide incubator businesses in Downtown 

Medium term Downtown 
Partnership 

Develop an artist resource center, artist co-op, 
negotiate more affordable studio space 

Medium term Downtown 
Partnership, 
Grand Rapids 
Arts Council 

Work towards developing infill property, especially 
along Ionia Avenue and Cherry Street 

Long term Property owners 
and developers 
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5.2 Public Improvements and Infrastructure 

 
Strategy Goal: Complete public improvements to attract private development, creative 
businesses, and artists. 
 
Specific public improvements will support Downtown’s vision and development objectives 
including improved and expanded clean and safe programs.  
 
An infrastructure of programs, such as the following, is essential to ensure an enjoyable 
shopping experience. Without them, all other retail activity will be less than successful. 
 

Physical Recommendations 
The primary focus of this planning initiative is on the development of an overall Arts & 
Entertainment Strategy, not a design driven physical improvement plan. However, physical 
improvements will ultimately be the visual indication that the attitude districts have been 
articulated.  
 
The physical improvement suggestions outlined below represent the preliminary thinking of 
the team as they relate to the overarching strategy. More detailed design and development 
criteria for the districts should be developed to help guide the city, property owners, 
developers, and tenants to better understand the differences and unique qualities each district 
has to offer. The criteria will be extremely valuable in guiding those parties in the crafting of 
their particular project to reinforce the vision and brand identity. 
 
As stated earlier, the delineated attitude districts indicate three potential areas within the 
Downtown. The three districts should not be thought of as “hard lines” delineating fixed 
territories but rather flexible zones within the Downtown identified through a certain design 
language and attitude. While each district should have a design language, the fusion points of 
the districts should offer architectural and environmental transition for the visitors, shoppers, 
residents, and office workers to experience. 
 
The character and personality of the districts will ultimately be defined by three primary 
physical elements: architecture, public space and transportation systems. 
 

Architecture 
Downtown’s architecture is the visual representation of a community’s values. The architectural 
styles of buildings within the Downtown districts will provide a powerful signature for the 
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attitudes attempting to be conveyed. While Grand Rapids has a strong collection of historic 
structures in the Downtown, the newer contemporary structures offer a unique juxtaposition 
and bring a feeling of vitality to each district. Downtown Grand Rapids is alive! 
 
From the perspective of the district personalities, the storefront design of each building, 
including appropriate materials, windows and doors, lighting, signing, and awning selections, 
may be more important than the architecture itself. Perhaps these elements convey the district’s 
design attitude more forcefully because of the close proximity to the street activity and the 
pedestrians.   
 

Public Space   
The public spaces of each district provide opportunities for several character reinforcing traits 
to be developed. Outdoor gathering areas provide promotional space and park space to soften 
the harshness of the urban environment. Grand Rapids has several green open spaces within 
the Downtown that provide this relief very affectively. Although the river area is a wonderful 
active greenway in the Downtown, its impact cannot be felt in the core of the city; thus, it is 
important to continue to embellish existing open space and create new open space whenever 
possible. Included is the concept of developing more activities and programs on the river (e.g., 
kayaking park). 
 
The streetscape being developed along Monroe Center is a good example of the power of this 
quality. The tree canopy at the street provides protection and comfort for pedestrians and shade 
and shadow on buildings to create a rich urban experience and pedestrian friendly shopping 
street.  
 
Each district’s personality will be greatly enhanced when elements such as benches, light 
fixtures, wayfinding signage, trash receptacles, and bicycle racks are customized to reinforce the 
character. 
 
Perhaps the most important public element to be considered for the street and public areas is 
public art as it will continue to be the common thread from district to district and throughout 
the entire Downtown. 
 
As the Calder sculpture has suggested, art is a personality icon for Downtown. The public art 
selections should be thought through to help reinforce the unique personalities of each district. 
Just as the names of the districts suggest, Arts Axis, Contemporary and Avant Garde art 
selections could amplify the visual character and attitude of the districts.  
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Transportation Systems 

Transportation systems impact the function and livability of the city. Although necessary for 
purposes of moving people and vehicles, the system can disrupt the quality of the urban 
experience if not handled properly. The great cities of the world have always recognized the 
importance of balancing transportation systems with the quality of life aspects of the urban 
environment they serve. 
 
The quality of the arts and entertainment destinations and districts cannot be jeopardized for 
traffic systems. Arts and entertainment districts depend upon seamless pedestrian flow and 
patron comforts.  
 
The major Downtown destinations of Grand Rapids already demand significant vehicular 
access and parking. As this strategy is implemented, additional demands on traffic access and 
parking will arise consequently increasing the pressure for more roadway modifications and 
parking. As these systems are explored, it will be important that the improvements do not 
negatively impact the character of the districts being suggested in this strategy. 
 
Transportation ideas, such as shuttle trolley service, central valet parking and concierge stations 
within a district, and easily understood wayfinding signage will greatly help patrons move 
about without demanding increased vehicular volume.  
 
Additionally, the design of public transportation shelters and access points should be thought 
through carefully to provide ease of public access without destroying the physical qualities of 
the district’s identity. 
 

The Districts 
The following verbal descriptions attempt to convey the importance of the character of each 
district. As a more precise design criteria is created for the districts, these references should be 
kept in mind. 
 
A. The Arts Axis: 

 Sophisticated Traditions 
 Cosmopolitan – Most people’s definition of “Downtown” 
 Grand Rapid’s “Michigan Avenue” 
 Anchored by Rosa Parks Circle & Veterans Park  
 Traditional Street Furnishings 
 High-end Quality of Finishes 
 Celebration of Heritage 
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B.  Contemporary District:Kinetic Energy 
 Eclectic Design Elements 
 Progressive, Hip Level of Finishes 
 Closest Thing to an “Entertainment District” in Grand Rapids 
 Progressive, Hip Level of Finishes 
 Fine Craft & Detailing 
 Broad Design Appeal 
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C. Avant Garde District: 
 Edgy, Innovative, Vibrant 
 Experimental 
 Gritty Fusion 
 Trendsetting hub of Western Michigan 
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River District 

In addition to the districts being discussed in this strategy, we would also suggest that the river 
district not be overlooked as a major contributor to the entertainment offerings of Downtown. 
Although it remains somewhat passive as a green space and waterway, it should be used more 
often as an entertainment venue. Attendance at annual riverfront celebrations and festivals 
should indicate the drawing power and regional appeal of river-focused events. 
 
Additional resources should be solicited to help pay for other river events as a part of the 
overall arts & entertainment strategy. Outdoors related activities, such as fishing tournaments, 
kayaking and canoeing course competition, etc., will draw additional Downtown visitors who 
in turn become Downtown customers. 
 
Finding additional sites for public art display along the riverwalk will reinforce the arts theme 
continuously evolving throughout Downtown. 
 
Linking the universities and colleges into this river-focused effort could bring increased 
manpower, funding and customer base. 
 
Looking to other communities with active waterway activities would bring new thinking to the 
table and allow a local, interested group to perhaps partner and champion the effort. 
 

Safety Issues can Ruin a Shopping Environment 
As stated, safety is a critical issue for Downtown at present, especially along Division Avenue. 
A significant number of people feel intimidated in Downtown. Safety problems and perceptions 
of safety must be actively addressed, both immediately and on an ongoing basis. 
 
Part of the perception that Downtown is not safe has to do with intimidating people. While this 
is not a major problem in Downtown, especially in comparison with other larger cities, retailers, 
property owners, the Downtown Partnership, and service organizations must work together to 
ensure that people are not being harassed and feel free to visit Downtown both day and night. 
There are also the added problems of vacant buildings and physical design that aid in the area’s 
perception as being unsafe. There is a need for a police presence in Downtown on a continual 
basis. In addition, improving the physical design will aid in creating the sense that the area is 
safer. 
 

Parking 
Downtown needs to ensure that there is not only ample parking, but also sufficient parking 
turnover to accommodate shoppers.  Downtown relies heavily on having convenient parking. 
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Both intercept and telephone survey respondents considered it to be an important factor in 
deciding where to shop. The importance of the need for accessible parking in any retail 
environment is undeniable. However, parking is also important from an investment point of 
view. Retailers and developers will not only analyze the parking supply nearby, but also the 
parking turnover. According to retail studies, a parking space can be worth the equivalent of 
$60,000 per year to retailers.  
 
One of the major principles behind commercial development in Downtown is that perceptions 
of safety and parking must be positive and constantly reinforced. This is as much a public 
relations campaign (i.e., marketing, education, etc.) as a physical and program improvements 
(i.e., ensure a police presence in the Downtown, on-street parking is preserved for shoppers, 
etc.) campaign. 
 
Grand Rapids is going through a comprehensive parking study that needs to take a broad 
strategic review to analyzing demand sources, the location of parking ramps, the effect of 
metered on-street parking, increasing the number of on-street spaces, among other important 
issues. 
 
A comprehensive parking program includes possible items, such as stricter enforcement of on-
street parking, common signage (about to be put in place), extended hours, promotion, 
discounted rates for nights and weekends, properly priced on-street metered parking, and less 
expensive parking available for retail shoppers including possibly free or very low priced 
parking in office buildings after 5:30 p.m. on weekdays and all day on weekends. 
 
Many businesses could offer a valet parking system. Businesses in Downtown could collectively 
develop a valet parking system that will improve parking convenience and perceived safety by 
customers.  
 
The overriding concern is to increase the availability of existing parking for businesses by 
promoting high vehicle turnover of on-street parking. Long-term parking for employees and 
students should be encouraged through better usage of existing structures and lots. The City of 
Grand Rapids should examine the need for properly priced municipal parking that would 
support the parking needs. 
 

Clean and Well-maintained 
The program of maintenance and cleaning for the new Downtown Partnership needs to be  
maintained and well publicized.  
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Noise and Public Nuisance 
Policies that affect bars and clubs (e.g., keeping noise down, not wanting to disturb the ability to 
attract quality residents) are required, along with police enforcement. 
 
There is a need to curb disruptive behavior associated with bars by supporting both regulatory 
and policing efforts. Recommend additional efforts that target business establishments that 
repeatedly allow patrons to become intoxicated such as: 
 the creation and enforcement of a “good neighbor” dispute resolution process between 

Downtown businesses; 
 a stronger accountability for bar employees; and, 
 severe penalties (e.g., revoke liquor license) for establishments with a pattern of non-

compliance. 
 
With respect to noise and public nuisance, San Diego has developed a community partners 
approach.  Appendix A includes highlights from their policy framework. 
 

Recommendation — Public Improvements and Infrastructure 
 

Action Step Time Frame Responsibility 
Maintaining clean and safe areas should continue to 
be a top priority (police liaison, coordinate cleaning, 
etc.) 

Immediate  Downtown 
Partnership, 
City, Police 

Ensure recommendations from the Parking Study 
are followed through including aims to improve 
information and communication 

Immediate Downtown 
Partnership, 
City 

Coordinate for the placement of more public art 
throughout Downtown recognizing the character of 
each attitude district 

Short to medium 
term 

Downtown 
Partnership, 
City 

Develop design standards for each district including 
standards for future streetscaping and beautification 
projects 

Short to medium 
term 

Downtown 
Partnership, 
City 
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Action Step Time Frame Responsibility 
Search out additional streetscape elements that will 
recognize the distinct character of each attitude 
district. Use streetscaping to link each attitude 
district to create flow. Partnerships with local artists 
and/or university programs (e.g., Kendall College 
of Art and Design of Ferris State University) to help 
provide design elements (e.g., banners could 
showcase different local artists) 

Short term to 
medium term 

Downtown 
Partnership 
City, property 
owners, artists 

Insist that all new parking facilities have primary 
street level uses (retail or office space), especially on 
highly visible retail streets 

Short to medium 
term 

Downtown 
Partnership, 
City, private 
sector 

Work with artists and art programs (businesses, 
non-profits, colleges, and universities) to look at 
synergy and increase visitation (expand historic 
home tours of Heritage Hill to include buildings in 
Downtown) 

Medium term Downtown 
Partnership, 
Grand Rapids 
Arts Council, 
colleges and 
universities, 
Heritage Hill 
Tours, arts and 
entertainment 
facilities 

Identify upcoming key projects which could be 
incorporated into new attitude districts 

Medium term City, 
Downtown 
Partnership 

Integrate physical enhancement programs for the 
river to make it more of a focal point 

Medium term City, 
Downtown 
Partnership 
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5.3  Strategic Role for Marketing 

 
While this report focuses on the arts and entertainment strategy for Downtown Grand Rapids, it 
should be noted that there is a need for an overall Downtown marketing plan. The points raised 
in this section carry points that are arts and entertainment focused but also can be used as part 
of an overall plan. 
 

Downtown Arts and Entertainment Strategy 
 
Since there is not a single arts and entertainment district in Downtown, there is no single 
marketing/branding strategy for the overall district. The three attitude districts should be the 
focus of arts and entertainment marketing and branding; they come together to form the whole. 
 
However, there are some considerations that should be taken into account in the execution of 
the Arts and Entertainment Strategy that impact the overall plan. These considerations are 
presented below: 
 The district communications piece is not a substitute for overall Downtown Grand Rapids 

marketing. It is a big part of the Downtown message and must be addressed in all 
Downtown efforts 

 The overall message for the Arts and Entertainment Strategy is that Grand Rapids offers a 
“different experience for whatever you desire, each and every day.” The experiences are 
vast and varied and that means we have something for just about everyone to enjoy. 

 Overlapping marketing strategies and tactics are encouraged. The convention and visitor 
program that is created for one district can be used for all three. This will maximize 
available budgets and enhance effectiveness. 

 All Arts and Entertainment Strategy marketing should be coordinated with the efforts of the 
Downtown Partnership and integrated into the overall marketing program. 

 

District Branding Strategy 
The following brand strategies are presented for the Downtown Grand Rapids Arts and 
Entertainment Strategy and each of the identified attitudinal districts. Each district includes 
three to five brand names for consideration. These brands are built on the idea of using location 
or physical attributes that are already in existence thereby making it easier for the consumer to 
learn/adapt usage. 
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Arts Axis 

Branding Strategy Action 
Key Brand Attributes  Center point of life in Grand Rapids 

 Large, diverse mix of user groups 
 Mixture of experiences (food, retail, service) 
 Major hub of festivals and events 
 Defines “Downtown” for some 
 Expansive area 

Brand Messages  Big city arts 
 New art museum 
 Many cultural experiences in one location 
 For everyone 
 Everyday culture in public arts, events, etc. 

Brand Voice  Fun, alive 
 Educational (in a good way) 
 Diverse experiences 
 Nationally respected theaters, museums, etc. 
 For a lifetime of experiences (children to seniors) 
 Reflects arts and cultural thematic qualities 

Key Streets  Monroe Center, Monroe Avenue 
 Pearl Street 

Target Markets  Worthwhile Workers 
 Convenient Conventioneers 
 Valuable Visitors 
 Resilient Residents 

Proposed District Names  ARTS AXIS 
 GRAND ARTS 
 GRAND CENTRAL 
 THE PEARL 

Recommended Marketing 
Strategies 

 “Barrier free” usage 
 Website and online marketing strategies tie in with 

overall Downtown marketing efforts 
 Advertise during key seasons and event periods to 

maximize available funding 
 The Cultural Season Kick Off 
 Joint marketing by arts and cultural institutions 
 Dining and arts blended marketing programs 
 Convention and visitor information and dissemination 

Recommended Media Options  Website and online marketing 
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Branding Strategy Action 
 Strategic public relations initiative 
 Use traditional media (print, radio) to create awareness 

for Website and other informational formats 
 Direct marketing and direct mail 

 

Contemporary – Entertainment 

Branding Strategy Action 
Key Brand Attributes  Restaurant hub 

 Van Andel Arena 
 Progressive and hip 
 Ever-changing 
 Wide variety of users 
 The B.O.B. 

Brand Messages  Where the cool new restaurants are in town 
 It’s our entertainment in Grand Rapids 
 The Arena is a focal point 
 So much to do and choose from 

Brand Voice  Contemporary 
 Well designed and concepted 
 Broad and varied upscale clientele 
 Ever changing experiences… always a discovery 
 Grand Rapids goes uptown 

Key Streets  Ionia Avenue 
 Fulton Street 

Target Markets  Resilient Residents 
 Valuable Visitors 
 Convenient Conventioneers 
 Worthwhile Workers 
 Strategic Students 

Proposed District Names  THE ARENA DISTRICT 
 CHERRY STREET LANDING 
 DEPOT DISTRICT 
 ARENA LANDING 
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Branding Strategy Action 
Recommended Marketing 
Strategies 

 Barrier free usage for consumers – give them the 
information they need/want when they need and want 
it (i.e., Website calendar, where to park, information 
hotline, district restaurant guide, etc.) 

 Pre-sell district experiences to convention market and 
concert goers through partnership with the visitor and 
convention bureau and SMG 

 Tie marketing calendar to events in Van Andel Arena 
(e.g., run radio spots only on days when arena is in 
usage) 

 Support brand with appropriate brand building events 
such as food and wine program, jazz series, etc. 

Recommended Media Options  Website and Online marketing 
 Strategic public relations initiative 
 Use traditional media (print, radio) to create awareness 

for Website and other informational formats 
 Direct marketing and direct mail 

 

Avant Garde 

Branding Strategy Action 
Key Brand Attributes  Edgy 

 Innovative 
 Youth oriented 
 Trendsetting hub of West Michigan 
 Celebrates diversity and ever changing 

Brand Messages  You know if you belong here 
 Something different every time 
 Art and entertainment is in the eye of the beholder…not 

for everyone and that is ok 
 New things happening here, worth discovering 

Brand Voice  Inconsistent 
 Not overly packaged 
 Reflects current trends 
 Spirited 
 Not perfect 
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Branding Strategy Action 
Key Streets  Division Avenue 

 Fulton Street 
Target Markets  Strategic Students 

 Resilient Residents (younger demographics) 
 Valuable Visitors (younger demographics) 
 Worthwhile Workers (younger demographics) 

Proposed District Names  Division 
 The “D” 
 DO/DI 
 SO/FUL 
 ARTZONE 
 ARTS BLOG 

Recommended Marketing 
Strategies 

 Focus efforts on students, use student-run publications 
to convey key messages 

 Use marketing students and/or art gallery (Free Radical 
Gallery, Division Art Cooperative) to develop plan and 
look for area 

 Heavy use of PR in key publications 
 Do not advertise directly, advertise indirectly through 

word of mouth, online 
 In this case, it is what is happening here that matters 

(and who is doing it), not the brand itself 
Recommended Media Options  Online and Website marketing inclusive of email and 

blog 
 Public relations targeting major student, youth and arts 

publications 
 Advertorial in student publications 
 Direct marketing to students 

 

Business to Business Marketing Recommendations  
 Create coordinated sales collateral materials that tells the Arts and Entertainment District 

story completely and concisely using research findings to make the case. 
 Develop an online marketing strategy for quick information (Website) and to keep in touch 

with brokerage community.  
 Use PR strategies to tell stories in targeted publications including success stories of A and E 

businesses. 
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 Create comprehensive marketing strategy to communicate and educate brokerage 
community and targeted retailers. 

 When funds allow, advertise the Grand Rapids experience to prospective retailers in target 
markets and for specific uses (i.e., Bookstore). 

 

Recommendation — Marketing Strategies 
 

Action Step Time Frame Responsibility 
Establish “host” organization responsible for 
marketing and branding program execution. This 
will be the DA organization as part of the 
Downtown Partnership. 

Immediate  Downtown 
Partnership 
(DA) 

Dedicate appropriate funding to annual marketing 
plan for Arts and Entertainment 
District/Downtown Grand Rapids. Create “Zero-
Based” marketing budget and find funding sources. 
Move up funding from current levels to $200,000 to 
$300,000 level. This can include sponsorships. 

Immediate Downtown 
Partnership 
(DA) 

Develop branding campaign to create visibility for 
Downtown brand overall and to create awareness 
for sub-districts within the Arts and Entertainment 
Strategy. Use paid and non-paid media. Develop 
media partnerships to increase visibility 

Short to medium 
term 

Downtown 
Partnership 

Break down all barriers to district usage. Address 
parking concerns with information, signage, and 
validation or short term parking solutions. Make it 
easy to access from all points 

Short to medium 
term 

Downtown 
Partnership, 
City 

“Connect The Dots” of the Downtown experience 
for the targeted markets. Use overlap tactics when 
possible. Sell multiple experiences in a single trip 
(e.g., dinner and game). 
 

Short term to 
medium term 

Downtown 
Partnership 

Inform and motivate usage of Arts and 
Entertainment District through communications 
programs and incentives by target market. 
 

Short to medium 
term 

Downtown 
Partnership, 
partnership 
with key 
groups (e.g., 
SGM, 
Convention) 
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Action Step Time Frame Responsibility 
Create niche market specialty programs (e.g., 
Student Pass) and general marketing tactics that 
reach all targeted consumers. 
 

Medium term Downtown 
Partnership, 
colleges and 
universities 

Focus marketing messages to consumers by market 
segment and B to B targets as well as 
merchants/stakeholders 

Medium term Downtown 
Partnership 

Bring the Arts and Entertainment Strategy to life 
with physical and environmental programming. 

Medium to long 
term 

Downtown 
Partnership, 
City 
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5.4 Organizational Capacity 

 
Section 5.4 will discuss the need to increase the organizational capacity for implementing the 
arts and entertainment strategy. Although the exact organizational structure has not been 
determined, the recommended structure will be referred to as the Downtown Partnership 
throughout this report. 
 
Strategy Goal: build an effective organization that leads the charge of developing not only an 
Arts and Entertainment Strategy for Downtown Grand Rapids but also an overall Downtown 
revitalization strategy. 
 
A dedicated, financially capable, and highly organized team will be essential to successfully 
implement the action items. The key to success will be varied partnerships with such groups as: 
 Arts organizations (e.g., Arts Council of Grand Rapids, Grand Rapids Symphony, Civic 

Theatre),  
 Property owners,  
 Merchants,  
 Developers,  
 City departments and agencies,  
 Grand Rapids Visitor and Convention Bureau,  
 Grand Action,  
 The Right Place Inc.,  
 Colleges and universities,  
 Foundations,  
 Employers (including city, county, and state departments and hospitals), and  
 Other special event organizers. 

 
As stated in the revitalization principles, a well thought out organizational strategy is key to 
long-term success. Without a focused entity the coordination of the arts, entertainment, and 
retail/commercial development will not move forward successfully. The organizational plan is 
intended to assist the City and various stakeholders to capitalize on the identified market 
opportunities. The benefits include: 
 Increased coordination among organizations responsible for Downtown, 
 Alignment of mandates and elimination of overlapping duties, 
 Clear responsibilities, and. 
 Single organization for retailers, developers, and other interested Downtown stakeholders 

 
The best organizational structure will be for a new Downtown Partnership organization to 
emerge that will coordinate the Downtown Alliance (BID), the Downtown Improvement 
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District, and the Downtown Development Authority. In the future, a non-profit organization 
could be added to help raise charitable funds and run some special events. 
 

Organizational Characteristics, Structure, and Resources 
 As stated, the following organizations should be coordinated into a Downtown Partnership 

with the following areas of responsibility 
- DDA – physical development 
- DA – marketing programs and clean and safe 
- DID – if deemed it an essential organization to be included in the Downtown 

Partnership, otherwise it may operate separately 
 The new Downtown Partnership for Downtown Grand Rapids must have support that is 

both broad and deep.  Support must be secured mainly from the business community. 
 The Downtown Partnership will be seeking to make changes in Downtown that heretofore 

have seemed out of reach.  Persistence and commitment are necessary because development 
is not an overnight process.  The organization’s leadership must have, and must be 
perceived as having, the requisite skills and ability to attract others to the cause. 

 The new Downtown Partnership must develop and articulate a vision for Downtown Grand 
Rapids that is compelling yet realistic.  The vision must be sufficiently compelling to 
generate and maintain a strong sense of commitment and excitement, but it must be 
believable – that is, people must recognize and understand that the various elements can be 
accomplished and can be accomplished in a reasonable amount of time with resources that 
can be obtained. 

 Broad mandates already exist for each organization. The mandates need to be aligned which 
may require a negotiation process. 

 The new organization must have competent, energetic, and creative staff.  Leading the 
revitalization of a Downtown is not a nine-to-five job.  Furthermore, in a small organization, 
staff must possess both general organizational skills and a certain level of technical skill and 
knowledge. 

 The new organization must have the capacity to do things.  Acting as an advocate for 
Downtown is important, but not sufficient to accomplish the tasks at hand.  At the same 
time, it should be recognized that the Downtown Partnership probably will not have 
sufficient resources to accomplish everything it sets out to do.  It will have to establish 
partnerships and alliances with other organizations, both public and private, to leverage its 
resources. 

The new organization may contain the following elements: 

 Board of Directors: the structure will have to be negotiated but could include 11–15 
members (could be larger), strong preference for key decision-makers (CEO, Executive 
Director, business owner, visionaries, etc.). Links with other organizations through shared 
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board members (no staff from other organizations on board) and the Mayor may be added 
ex-officio.  

 There will be separate boards for each sub-organization. 
 There may be joint committees (e.g., marketing district committees for attitude districts) 
 Staff: Minimum of three staff members: Executive Director, Retail and Marketing Director, 

and administrative assistant. The executive director and Retail and Marketing Director 
should possess a variety of complementary skills, including board and staff management, 
marketing and promotion, real estate and business development, and Downtown (events, 
maintenance, security) management. The Executive Director will be responsible for 
managing the boards, financial and accounting details, and clean and safe programs. In the 
future, as programs expand and funding increases the Retail and Marketing Director may be 
split into two positions: retail director and marketing director. There will be contract 
employees for such services as clean and safe and events management. 

 Funding: An initial budget of approximately $750,000to $1 million, composed of challenge 
grants from foundations, by the BID special assessment for operational programs, and tax 
increment financing.  Currently, between the DDA and BID, there is $3.5 million annually 
for operational financing and capital projects. It is important to note that the individual 
businesses cannot fund this initiative solely by their own efforts, but require additional 
outside assistance. 

 

Comparable Markets 
An examination of Downtown management organizations in comparable communities 
provides a context for evaluating Downtown Grand Rapids’ organizational needs 
 

Stockton, California – Population 243,771 
The Downtown Stockton Alliance was founded in 1996 and raises over $600,000 annually to 
finance Downtown improvement programs. Approximately $500,000 is from annual property 
assessments through a Business Improvement District. The BID provides funds for 
maintenance, security, marketing, and economic development services. Both the City and the 
County pay their share of assessments, amounting to one-third of total assessments collected. 
The BID is also contracted by the City to carry out maintenance for a pre-existing parking 
district. 
 

Lincoln, Nebraska – Population 225,581 
Downtown Lincoln Association raises more than $1.5 million annually, including $900,000 
through annual BID property assessments (this is a combination of three BIDs in Downtown 
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Lincoln). The organizations provide maintenance, marketing and promotion, business 
recruitment and retention, special events and planning. Since the BID’s formation in 1989, 
Downtown has become cleaner and more attractive. The Downtown Lincoln Association’s clout 
with the City government has also increased. Downtown Lincoln Association is organized as a 
partnership organization that oversees the BID, Downtown Civic Ventures (public and private 
development), UpDowntowners (special events) as well as the Downtown Neighborhood 
Associations and the Lincoln Haymarket Development Corporation. Of their total budget the 
following is spent on maintenance (37%), management and support services (16%), core area 
improvement and promotion (13%), communication and advocacy (10%), economic 
development (10%), parking and transportation (8%), replacement plantings (5%), and other 
(1%). 
 

Dayton, Ohio – Population 166,179 
The Downtown Dayton Partnership has an annual budget of more than $850,000, including 
$750,000 from special improvement district assessments. The organization provides marketing, 
events, business recruitment and retention, and planning.  
 

Spokane, Washington – 195,629 
The Downtown Spokane Partnership has an annual budget of $1.3 million, including $850,000 
from BID assessments. The organization provides security and maintenance services, a 
$200,000+ parking validation program, destination, marketing, and advertising. The Davenport 
District of Downtown is the arts and entertainment center. 
 

Downtown Kalamazoo – 77,145 
Downtown Kalamazoo Inc. is an umbrella organization that oversees three different 
organizations with a total of four different but overlapping boards. However, the staff for all 
organizations remains the same. The Downtown Development Authority is not part of the City 
but an organization of Downtown Kalamazoo Inc. Money is raised from a two mill tax levy 
($350,000) and Tax Increment Financing. Downtown Tomorrow Inc. raises funds through 
charity giving and foundations. Downtown Tomorrow Inc. will raise the funds for capital 
improvements and the Downtown Development Authority provides the maintenance and 
operational resources. DKA Charities is responsible for raising funds and putting on special 
events and festivals. 
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Downcity Providence, Rhode Island – Population 173,618 
The Providence Foundation and the Rhode Island Foundation recently oversaw the 
development of a new BID in Downcity Providence. The BID process took approximately nine 
months to ratify and they will have a total operating budget of approximately $1 million. 
 

Downtown Partnership Process 
The negotiation process can take up to eighteen months. The following is the suggested process 
of events: 
 Each existing organization’s board to discuss internally 
 Confirm desire to join together and explore possibilities 
 Each existing organization forms a separate task force on coordination, with representatives 

reporting to an umbrella task force 
 Meet to discuss benefits/costs, issues, areas of overlap, and areas of unaccounted for 

responsibilities (e.g., size of board, number of members from each organization, who chairs 
meetings, staffing, revenue boundaries, cost sharing arrangements, retail recruitment) 

 Retain a facilitator – someone who has done this before 
 Jointly develop framework and timeline for working through this – could take up to 18 

months to resolve 
 Each task force must go back to their respective boards for approval 

 

Hire an Executive Director 
The Downtown Partnership will require an energetic person who can lead the different 
organizations under an umbrella organization. The person will require extensive facilitation 
and leadership skills to work with business owners, property owners, developers, arts and 
entertainment venues, residents, local officials and staff members, and other stakeholders.  
 

Hire a Retail and Marketing Director 
In addition to the Executive Director, the Downtown Partnership will require an internal retail 
and marketing director to work towards actively recruiting for Downtown and to assist the 
local brokerage community, developers, and property owners to fill empty spaces based on the 
vision (section 2.0) and the target retailers for each attitude district (Economic Development 
Section).  This person will also be responsible for overseeing the marketing program for 
Downtown. The qualities that this person should possess include being a mature, high energy 
individual who has a background in retail real estate and/or marketing. They should have 
enough presence that they are able to meet with property owners, developers, leasing agents, 
and potential clients, as well as handle referrals from City Hall and other connections (e.g., The 
Right Place, Inc). In addition, they must be able to cold call on retail prospects. Along with 
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senior management, he/she must also be able to see the larger strategic issues, as well as 
effectively dealing with the day-to-day activities. 
 
His/her key duties will be to spearhead the retail recruitment program, and organize the retail 
retention activities along with other marketing and branding functions. The Retail and 
Marketing Director will be able to provide tailored market information, leasing, financing 
referrals, liaison service in code and development review processes, and other extensive 
business support functions.  
 

Organize by Attitude Districts 
There should be both a unified Downtown revitalization effort concerning general economic 
health and an arts and entertainment-related effort within specific attitude districts that should 
cater to specific market segments.  Sub-committees could be established to assess the arts, 
entertainment, and commercial opportunities in each area, but with the overall aim of 
improving the whole Downtown. 
 
It is very important to involve property owners, leasing agents, and key retailers in the area 
along with other key stakeholders from arts groups, colleges and universities, hotel operators, 
city/county officials, tourism officials, and other venues, etc. Not all property owners and 
stakeholders will want to be part of the program, but the committee should keep these people 
informed by sending out minutes of meetings and by personal contact from members of the 
committee.  
 

Ensure that all Actions are Strategic and Support the Vision and Branding 
The Downtown Partnership should be managed according to a business-like plan and towards 
a strategic goal. Specific goals relating to clean and safe, occupancy rates, growth, types of 
retailers, marketing plans, special event programs, and real estate development projects, etc. as 
defined in this report should be set at this step.  
 
All revitalization work should be oriented towards fulfilling the Downtown’s image as a 
diverse Downtown with financial, civic, cultural, housing, life sciences, and educational 
attributes with a specific emphasis on a dynamic arts, entertainment, and complementary 
retail/commercial businesses oriented Downtown that has significant meaning to each visitor. 
Newsletters, publications, meetings, volunteer and staff work, ideas, redevelopment, etc. that 
do not work towards building this brand image of Downtown will be counterproductive. 
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A Retail Management Program 
Under the leadership of the Retail and Marketing Director, a program amongst property owners 
should be set up to encourage a cooperative (not coordinated or centralized) arts and retail 
program. The property owners should be encouraged to buy into the plan and guided to act in a 
like-minded fashion with respect to leasing. Regular meetings will be essential to accomplish 
this objective. 
 

Central Houston has done this successfully by keeping landlords informed and involved,  
as well as having meetings with leasing agents at retail roundtables to exchange ideas and  
leads. Meetings are held monthly and are coordinated by the Office and Retail Attraction  

Manager. It has been successful in the development of an entertainment district. In addition, 
residential has been integrated into both B and C office buildings. 

 

Communication 
Communications programs are intended to better inform and educate Downtown stakeholders 
on issues, challenges, and opportunities affecting Downtown. To fulfill the Downtown 
Partnership’s role as a Downtown advocate, promoter, and facilitator a range of communication 
tools from faxes, e-mails, Website, newsletters, forums, updates, and surveys should be used to 
provide as much two-way communication as possible. 
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Recommendations — Organization 
Action Step Timing Responsibility 
Explore formation of a Downtown Partnership 
between the Downtown Alliance, Downtown 
Development Authority, and Downtown 
Improvement District including: 
 Having each organization discuss 

coordination internally 
 Set up task force 
 Retain facilitator 

If the Downtown Partnership is unable to be 
developed, continue with assignment of duties 
(e.g., marketing as part of DA’s mandate) 

Immediate Downtown Alliance, 
Downtown Improvement 
District, Downtown 
Development Authority, 
City of Grand Rapids 

Determine required budget and revenue 
sources to sustain and move Downtown 
Partnership. Confirm appropriate boundaries 
for BID and Partnership. Discuss issues and 
rationalization of mandates 

Within 18 
months 

Downtown Alliance, 
Downtown Improvement 
District, Downtown 
Development Authority, 
City of Grand Rapids 

Set up a Retail Management Program and 
Marketing Program as two major committees of 
the Downtown Partnership and increase all 
types of communication 

Within 18 
months 

Downtown Partnership 

Develop roles, responsibilities, and 
organizational needs of supporting and 
partnership groups for the implementation of 
the plan 

Short term Downtown Partnership 

Develop and support new partnerships with 
city, county, state, and area organizations (arts 
and entertainment organizations and 
colleges/universities) to sell the vision and 
achieve buy-in through presentations  

Short term Downtown Partnership 

Develop methods for increasing private/public 
sector investment including corporations, 
foundations, public sectors, and other private 
sector bodies 

Short to 
medium 
term 

Downtown Partnership, 
City, and other interested 
stakeholders 

Review successes and weaknesses of all 
programs related to this Arts and 
Entertainment Strategy. Make corrections as 
required 

Medium 
term 

Downtown Partnership, 
City 



 

 

 

Appendix A – Noise and Public Nuisance 
Example  

  
 



 SAN DIEGO CITY OF VILLAGES 

CREATING SAFE AND VIBRANT PLACES TO SOCIALIZE 

 

Draft 

   

September 12, 
2002 

  QUALITY OF LIFE   

TRANSIT ENTERTAINMENT CONVERSATION BUSINESS ACTIVITY VENDORS 
Bus Train Car Live Recorded Patio Parking Smokers Deliveries Trash  Equipment Entertainers Products 

Mixed use districts with higher concentration of residential units in retail and business districts precipitates a growth in dining and entertainment businesses for people seeking places to socialize. A number 
of factors combine to impact public health and safety and quality of life. One indicator of emerging conflicts is noise. Noise is simply the intersection between sound and the ears of someone who is 

disturbed by the sound.  When there is no sound, there is no noise. When there is no person, there is no noise. When the sound is not disturbing there is no noise. 

There are many variables as to when sound becomes noise – sound level, quality and quantity. Among the sources are transit vehicles, entertainment, conversation, business activity or street vendors or 
entertainers. Noise can be increased or decreased through various means including the movement of people to their vehicles, the path vehicles move, crowd location and size, proximity of the noise 

generating activity to people who may be disturbed, construction of the structure and schedule of activity. Often age of people or intoxication can be contributing factors. 

  VARIABLES   

PEDESTRIANS PEOPLE PROXIMITY STRUCTURE SCHEDULE 
Pedestrian Flow 

Parking Area 

Signage 

Taxi Stands 

Outdoor Seating 

Crowd Management 

Entrance Lines 

Promotions 

Intoxication 

Underage drinking 

Residents 

Outlet Density 

Outlet Type 

Other Retail 

Parking 

Sound proofing 

Windows 

Entrance 

Storage 

Access (trucks) 

Hours of business 

Entertainment 

Deliveries 

Trash Removal 



 

  CONFLICT 
RESOLUTION 

  

Conflict resolution is the process of reducing or eliminating the sound, redefining the sound as to its source and purpose, or removing the person who is disturbed from the source of the 
sound. This is accomplished through communication, planning to reduce potential sources of noise or proximity of people to the noise generating activity. 

 

QUANTITATIVE QUALITATIVE 

The following are summaries of strategies used, typically through an ordinance, to regulate 
noise issues: 

1. Entertainment Overlay: A district is designated as an entertainment district or 
“overlay” for the purpose of concentrating the number of establishments for the 
convenience of those visiting the area. Modifications are made to noise, parking, 
schedules and other zoning requirements to accommodate crowds and reduce 
impact on public health, safety and quality of life. 

2. Density: The number of establishments providing entertainment or licensed to serve 
alcoholic beverages are limited based upon population or restricted by distance 
between such establishments.  

a. Consideration: Using a “seating” basis rather than “outlet” basis for 
calculating density may provide more control over the number and types of 
businesses. A club with an occupancy capacity of 1,000 would have a 
greater potential impact on a neighborhood than 10 businesses with 
occupancy of 100.  

3. Proximity: Businesses seeking to provide amplified music or use outdoor speakers 
(i.e. drive-up windows) are not permitted within a specified distance from a 
residential unit.   

4. Noise Levels: The most common strategy is to regulate the level of decibels of 
amplified music an establishment can provide. Some cities allow a higher decibel 
level in a designated entertainment zone or “overlay” while others set a uniform 
standard when there are residential units in close proximity. Some focus on the more 
problematic bass or low frequency noise as a standard.  

a. Challenge: Enforcement can be difficult if measurements are not taken at 
the actual time the person notices the noise or when noise levels in the area 

The following are summaries of strategies used to  

1. Parking: Special arrangements are made to limit parking in residential areas to 
permit parking to prevent establishment patrons from parking close to residences.  

2. Pedestrians: Pedestrian flow is regulated, especially during late hours, to keep 
people away from residential areas as much as possible. 

3. Traffic: Automobile traffic is routed through commercial areas rather than residential 
neighborhoods during closing hours. 

4. Promotions: Businesses are discouraged from advertising or using promotions that 
may increase the rate of intoxication of patrons. 

5. Communication: Regular meetings held with club owners and managers, law 
enforcement, business district and residents to anticipate problems from special 
events, increased traffic or other sources of noise. 

6. Enforcement: Active enforcement of ordinances. 

7. Education: Organization of educational events for businesses to inform them of 
emerging issues or concerns and provide access to resources. 

8. Mediation: A formal process to resolve conflicts between residents and businesses 
either through working with the business to take corrective action, clarify 
misunderstanding of each individuals rights and responsibilities or agreement to a 
mutually agreed upon settlement prior to further legal remedies. 

9. Disclosure: A formal process of placing on notice residents, businesses, or 
developers of special conditions and responsibilities. 



surrounding the establishment from traffic or other sources is higher than 
coming from the club.  

5. Building Codes: New and existing buildings can be required to limit noise through 
the use of noise proofing materials, location of bedrooms relative to street and/or 
entertainment business, location of entertainment source in an establishment, 
location of outdoor seating and placement of speakers, use of sound walls and 
barriers, location of entrance and exit doors, use of double doors, restrictions on 
doors being opened during certain hours. 

6. Schedule: Schedules can be regulated for entertainment, deliveries, trash removal, 
parking areas,  

  STRATEGY 
  

STAKEHOLDERS ASSESSMENT RECOMMENDATIONS INTEGRATION EDUCATION MEDIATION 

 

Alcohol Beverage Control 

BID’s 

City Attorney 

Code Compliance 

Developers 

Development Services 

Environmental Services 

Fire Department 

Health Department 

Hospitality associations 

Planning Department 

Police Department 

Public Works 

Residential  organizations 

 

 

Current Codes: 

Other Cities: 

Community Forum: Issues 
and Trends 

! Gaslamp 

! Lajolla 

! North Park 

! Hillcrest 

! Little Italy 

! Pacific Beach 

! Ocean Beach 

! East Village 

 

 

Revise Current Ordinances 

Create New Ordinances 

Develop Alternate Strategies 

 

Develop a final reading with 
all key stakeholders to 
properly integrate focus, 
standards, enforcement, 
jurisdiction, and resolution. 

 

Organize information into a 
concise resource directory 
for businesses, residents 
and developers. 

Include resource directory 
with disclosure agreements 

Incorporate information into 
Hospitality Business 
Orientation 

Organize annual Hospitality 
Roundtables to review status 
of compliance and areas 
needed for improvement 

 

 

Develop a systematic 
process for mediating 
conflicts between residents 
and businesses or between 
businesses. 

Develop a process for 
remedial assistance for 
businesses engaged in 
practices causing conflicts or 
violations of ordinances. 

 



 

 

 

Arts and Entertainment  
Strategy Case Studies  

  
 

 



 

 

Arts District Management Strategies 
 

With the exception of older, established arts and culture districts, a new district will 
generally require an organizing authority to facilitate, promote, and expedite its 
development and growth.  Typically, arts and culture districts are coordinated and 
managed by either non-profit corporations or public-private partnerships. 
 

Non-profit Corporation 

 
Denver’s Lower Downtown (LoDo) is the City’s nationally recognized heritage, cultural, 
and entertainment district.  The LoDo District, Inc. was formed by an act of City Council 
in March 1988.  The historic status granted protection to the community’s remaining 127 
historic structures.  Approximately 20% of LoDo’s buildings were demolished in the 
1960s and 1970s.   
 
Overall, LoDo’s mission is: 
 to preserve, promote, and represent the unique neighborhood of the Lower 

Downtown Denver Historic District and to provide leadership to achieve the 
following goals on its behalf: 
- Preserve and protect the unique character of the Lower Downtown Historic 

District. 
- Influence public policies and private initiatives through collaboration and 

advocacy to enhance the health and balance of the mixed-use neighborhood. 
- Market Lower Downtown as a destination for visitor and investor markets. 
- Educate and involve Lower Downtown stakeholders in issues that affect the 

neighborhood’s future. 
 
Currently there are over 300 members (each of whom pays a yearly sliding scale 
membership fee and receive additional funding through local, state, federal, private, and 
foundation grants).  Organizationally, LoDo has 12 active committees that monitor 
current and proposed development and develop policies on issues related to parking 
and traffic, historic preservation, economic development, and urban design.  LoDo’s 
marketing committee produces a series of events throughout the year.  LoDown, the 
area’s monthly newsletter, has a circulation of 500 and features updates on the issues, a 
calendar of events, an entertainment guide, and inserts on residential opportunities in 
the district. 
 



 

 

The Pittsburgh Cultural Trust has transformed a section of Downtown Pittsburgh from a 
red light district with two cultural venues to a multi-faceted renowned district that 
boasts over 14 cultural facilities including five performing arts venues, which attract 
over 1.1 million people. The non-profit organization is responsible for streetscape 
improvements, façade restoration, new cultural facilities, public open spaces, art 
projects, coordinating ticket sales, as well as running educational and outreach 
programs in the city. 
 

Public-Private Partnership 

 
In March of 2000, five organizations (the Davenport Chamber of Commerce, Downtown 
Davenport Association, Downtown Davenport Development Corporation, Davenport 
Central City Partnership, and Rejuvenate Davenport) joined together to create an 
efficient structure to promote Davenport’s growth and development.  The collaboration 
was supported by the City of Davenport who provided staff and financial support.  
Called DavenportOne, the organization is made up of five divisions, each with its own 
board and mandate. 
 
The Downtown Partnership Division of DavenportOne operates a coordinated program 
of downtown beautification, maintenance, arts and cultural activities, events, and 
business development.  Their board of directors includes city and public officials, 
property owners, and members of the business community. 
 
In addition to private and public funds, their downtown arts and cultural district is 
funded through a voluntary property tax.  This district’s mission is to represent the 
interests of downtown property owners and businesses and to revitalize the economic 
base of the downtown area through physical and programming activities. 
 
In 2001, the City of Davenport received a $20 million state grant to undertake a series of 
revitalization projects developed with the support and assistance of DavenportOne.  The 
Downtown Partnership Division will help coordinate the development of two corridors 
that will thematically link a series of downtown arts and cultural resources to the 
Mississippi riverfront.  The corridors will include streetscape improvements, an art 
walk, building renovations, and improved multi-modal linkages.  One corridor will be 
themed to focus on music while the other will focus on the arts. 
 



 

 

Tax and Financial Incentives 
 

There are two key artists co-location and tax incentives that have been successfully 
employed to expedite the development of arts districts and/or support the arts and 
culture community in general.  One is currently being used in Providence where there 
are sales and use tax exemptions for working artists, composers, and writers living 
within the boundaries of the Downcity Arts and Entertainment District.  There are also 
personal income tax breaks available.  There are other tax incentives that help develop 
residential units within the district. 
 

Artists’ Support Taxes 

 
In metro-area Denver, six counties instituted a 0.1% sales tax to support the arts and 
sciences.  The penny on every $10 purchase directly funds non-profit cultural 
institutions that serve the region and reach out to underserved neighborhoods.  The 
people of Denver passed a voter initiative to fund the program.  A three-tier funding 
distribution system allocates tax revenue to: 
 the region’s major institutions; 
 organizations with annual budgets exceeding $750,000; and, 
 each of the six counties for distribution to smaller community arts centers.  

 
The grants have helped support a number of organizations and arts groups to establish 
and develop new facilities in the LoDo district of Downtown Denver. 
 



 

 

Developer Incentives and Development Bonuses 
 
The following development incentives have been used to facilitate and consolidate the 
residential and organizational development of arts districts. 
 

Development Bonuses 

 
In Vancouver, British Columbia, the Development Permit Board may authorize an 
increase in the permitted floor space ratio where a developer includes a public, social, or 
recreational facility in the proposal.  The developer must demonstrate that the facility is 
needed in the area.  The policy has been used by arts and cultural organizations to 
develop new performance, gallery, and administrative spaces in partnership with the 
development community.  Some recent developments created under this policy include 
a new contemporary art gallery on the ground floor of a residential tower; a multi-
purpose community arts facility for a non-profit organization dedicated to innovative 
public art festival programming, and a 13,700 square foot film center which will include 
a 170 seat theater, box office, multi-purpose gallery space, and production space for use 
by the non-profit film community and the Vancouver International Film Festival.  All 
the projects are located within or adjacent to the city’s designated arts and entertainment 
zone.  In all cases, the arts organization acted as the building’s anchor commercial 
tenant, and the developer used the groups’ presence as a selling point for their projects. 
 

Flexible Zoning and Building Ordinances 

 
Also, in Vancouver, British Columbia, an area revitalization plan for a downtown 
neighborhood includes flexible zoning and building ordinance relaxations to permit and 
encourage legal, affordable Artist live/work studios and artist studios in existing 
buildings.  With the neighborhood targeted for significant long-term redevelopment, the 
revitalization plans are intended to foster and expand the number of the existing arts 
enterprises and studios in the fledgling arts district.  Plan policies include the 
withholding or ordinance enforcement against non-conforming artist live/work studios 
except where significant life/safety hazards are present.  Additionally, the City has 
decided to review the building code classification(s) of the artist live/work studios so 
that studios can be more easily integrated into mixed-use buildings. 
 



 

 

Property Tax Incentives 

 
Providence and Pittsburgh’s Cultural Trust have successfully provided tax incentives to 
property owners to convert buildings to commercial, residential and mixed units. 
 

Non-Profit Organizations Lead the Development 

 
Artspace out of Minneapolis is nationally known for taking the lead to redevelop artist 
live/work space in the United States.  They have redeveloped numerous buildings 
throughout the U.S.  Using similar design principles, Artists and Cities in Pittsburgh 
have redeveloped numerous buildings for artists to live and work. 
 

Artspace 
Artspace is the largest non-profit real estate developer in the United States dedicated to 
artists.  The non-profit company owns over $75 million in buildings in St. Paul, 
Minnesota; Galveston, Texas; Reno, Nevada; Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania; and Portland, 
Oregon. 
 
An example of the financing for one of their projects includes the following sources: 
 
Reno, Nevada — Sierra Arts Foundation 
 
Organization Type of Funding Amount 
Regional Housing Authority Loan from low-income housing 

funds 
$1,300,000 

Local bank Commercial mortgage $735,000 
HUD Flood relief funds $640,000 
Nevada Commission on Cultural 
Affairs 

Historic building grant $270,000 

City of Reno Donated building and land $1,600,000 
Federal Government Low Income Housing Tax Credits $2,600,000 
Federal Government Historic Tax Credits $1,200,000 
Total  $8,345,000 
 



 

 

Ice House  
Modeled on Artspace’s loft redevelopment plans, Artists and Cities has renovated two 
buildings in Pittsburgh. The first is low-income housing lofts, and the second, the Ice 
House, is artist live/work lofts. 
 
The Ice House contains 32 units in a 44,000 square foot historic warehouse.  Rent is $6.00 
to $6.30 per square foot, which is below market value.  Being a non-profit company, 
Artists and Cities signed a limited partnership with the National City Bank to transfer 
the Historic Tax Credits.  The financing structure is approximately one-third mortgage 
and tax credits, one-third forgivable and low interest loans, and one-third-foundation 
support.  Being a live/work loft situation, the building could not qualify for Low Income 
Housing Tax Credits.  Developers of rental housing must meet certain affordability tests: 
1. Twenty percent of the units must rent at 50% of the area median income, or 
2. forty percent of the units must rent at 60% of the area median income. 
 
The tax credit is equivalent to 9% of the acquisition and rehabilitation costs (minus the 
land cost) and can be applied for up to 10 years.  In addition, the credits, similar to 
Historic Tax Credits, may be sold to a private company.  For the Ice House, Artists and 
Cities sold the tax credits for $0.90 on the dollar. 
 



 

 

District Identity Builders 
 

A key feature of all successful arts districts is an identity that establishes the area as a 
unique urban destination.  In older, more established districts, this identity evolves 
naturally over time.  In newer districts, however, an identity is created to attract 
consumers, artists, and new businesses to the area.  Methods for building an identity are 
outlined below. 
 

Events 

 
The City of Reno is remaking its image and fostering community pride with the creation 
of a month-long celebration of the arts called “Reno is ARTown” in order to move its 
image ahead from just gambling and entertainment.  The festival is a key component of 
the redevelopment of Reno’s neglected River District that the city is redeveloping as a 
mixed-use arts and cultural district.  The city has invested in new venues and renovated 
old ones, and the corporate community matched funds at a three-to-one ratio.  Reno’s 
ARTown has helped establish the area as a unique downtown neighborhood and has 
grown to attract over 100,000 people in a city of just 170,000.  The festival boasts nearly 
200 music, dance, and visual arts events. A post-fair survey conducted after the 2000 
festival found that over two-thirds of Reno residents surveyed planned to invite visitors 
to the 2001 festival. 
 

Public Improvements and Streetscaping 

 
As part of Mobile, Alabama’s effort to revitalize and reinvigorate the city’s main street 
and downtown core, the city has sponsored an innovative and low-cost streetscaping 
improvement project that simultaneously improves the district’s multi-modal 
transportation amenities while developing its image as a unique destination.  The Bike 
Rack Sculpture Project Series involves local sculptors in an annual competition to create 
a functional and artistic bike rack for the downtown area.  Since 1997, a different art has 
been commissioned each year to create a functional and artistically unique bike rack. 
The artist is paid a nominal fee and the Business Improvement District pays for the 
sculpture materials. 
 



 

 

Many business improvement districts, including Downtown Houston, which has a very 
strong performing arts sector in its Downtown attracting over 1.7 million performing 
arts patrons each year, have invested significant amounts of money into streetscaping 
projects that link the bars and restaurants with cultural venues, as well as the 
redevelopment of Buffalo Bayou, which forms the backbone of the cultural district. 
 

Marketing and Advertising 

The goal of Philadelphia’s Center City Suburbia Ad Campaign is to position Center City 
as a primary regional destination for dining, culture, and the arts.  Using a simple but 
edgy concept, the campaign uses contracting images and tongue-in-cheek humor that 
pokes a bit of fun at suburban life.  The ads challenge suburbanites to break the routine 
downtown visit.  The campaign was funded by the local Business Improvement District, 
and has included transit, radio, TV, and billboard advertising.  The straightforward 
campaign has substantially increased the number of visitors to the Center City District.  
Dining and shopping increased from 39% to 52% and attendance at cultural events rose 
from 39% to 43% in the first full year of the campaign.   
 



 

 

Arts District Operating Strategies and Collaborative 
Programming 
 
Innovative partnerships and collaborative programming can help increase district event 
participation rates, improve area business, and generate volunteer programs and event 
support.  Case study research identified two key partnership areas: 
 

Community Arts Center and Adaptive Reuse Projects 

Community arts centers are often at the heart of successful arts and entertainment 
districts.  Often, the facilities function as district incubators by hosting numerous arts 
and culture events by working with other arts associations and organizations to promote 
and organize events, by providing community arts programs and courses, and by 
offering rental and leased studio space to local artists.  One of the most successful 
examples is the Torpedo Factory in Alexandria, Virginia.  The older factory was 
converted into a community arts center through the efforts of local arts organizations 
and the City.  There are 84 working studios, eight group studies, six separate galleries, 
an art supply store, and several multi-purpose rooms that can be rented for private and 
community events.  The facility is almost self-supporting and is funded through studio 
rental income, events, and programs.  The city provides property tax incentives and 
some program funding.  The facility helped spur area investment and development in 
the neighborhood. 
 
The Arts Center of South Florida is another similar program that offers resource space 
for artists to develop their crafts.  The Center was in possession of four buildings 
including a former Burdines department store on Lincoln Road in Miami Beach.  
Funding for the capital improvements and expenditures came from a variety of sources 
including state arts grants and donations. 
 


